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The weather ©an be fickle at times. Last weekend's snowfall Was short-lived, but a new 
storm is sure to come and bring renewed smiles to the Wittkowski sisters and every other 
youngster in town. Above, seven-year-old Grace Wittkowski and her five-year-old sister, • 
Annie, took advantage of every millimeter of snow last weekend while they had the chance. 
Sky.link owner interfered in 
ma,ntenance, mechanic says 
A former Director of 
Maintenance for Skylink 
Airlines told the commissioner 
for a Civil Aviation Tfibu/tal 
hearing in Vancouver last week 
that Rafael Zur, the airline's 
owner, put profit ahead of 
safety in running Skylink. 
Charles Torrey, who is now 
an aircraft maintenance instruc- 
tor at the B.C. Institute of 
Technology, worked for Sky- 
link from March to August of 
1987. He was called as a wit- 
ness by Transport Canada t 
the hearing, initiated by Zur in 
an effort to o~erturn a decision 
by the Minister of Transport 
and have Skylink's operating 
certificate reinstated. 
Stephen Rybak, a public af- 
fairs officer for Transport 
Canadain Vancouver, said 
Torrey testified that he some- 
times removed critical parts 
from aircraft in order to keep 
them on the ground for main- 
tenance. According to Rybak, 
Torrey stated that Zur main- 
talned his aircraft only to ab- 
solute minimum safety stan- 
dards and on occasion sent 
them into the air with the 
knowledge that components 
would "time-expire" - -
become technically unsafe in  
terms of maintenance schedules 
- -  during the course of the 
flight. He also testified that on 
at least one occasion Zur in- 
terfered in his control of the 
maintenance operation by 
countermanding anorder that 
Torrey had given to a 
mechanic. 
On Monday at the hearing 
"another former Skylink 
maintenance employee, Mat- 
thew Bowman, reportedly 
stated that company aircraft 
were sometimes sent into ser- 
vice with defective parts. 
The hearing is scheduled to 
continue through Friday. 
Nass Valley accident 
claims Terrace logger 
Terrace resident Kenneth 
Laverne Austin, 42, was killed in 
a logging accident in the Nass 
Valley last week. A logging 
truck driver for Brown Bear 
Contracting, Austin was work- 
ing at a landing site on the Vetter 
Creek Road eight kilometers 
southwest of New Aiyansh when 
the accident occurred at about 4 
p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 8. 
According to Terrace coroner 
Jim Lynch, the air hose of a tri- 
axle trailer being unloaded from 
the rear of Austin's truck 
became entangled in the mud 
guards of the truck. The acci- 
dent occurred when the trailer 
slipped from the forks of the  
loader supporting it as Austin 
attempted to untangle the air 
hose. Lynch says the trailer 
wheels hit the ground first, 
levering the reach downward. 
Austin was struck on the head 
by the reach and killed instantly. 
The accident is being investi- 
gated by the Workers' Compen- 
sation Board and the RCMP. 
Lynch says this is the fourth 
fatal ogging accident in the Ter- 
race area in three months. A 
Stewart trucker was killed last 
week when he drove into a rock 
slide near Meziadin and two Ter- 
race fellers, Roger Banville and 
Jim Prevost, were killed pre- 
viously in separate accidents in 
the Nass Valley. 
i . New trans t system 
:lOokS inevitable 
TERRACE --  Following a pres- 
entation by Sandy Foreman of 
B.C. Transit and planning con- 
sultant Graeme Masterton, a 
UBC Masters student employed 
by B.C. Transit, it would appear 
as though our public transit sys- 
tem in Terrace and Thornhill is 
in  for a major overhaul.., for 
the better. 
After a public meeting in city 
council chambers last week to 
discuss the proposal, mayor 
Jack Talstra surveyed the small 
group of people in attendance 
and stated, " I  don't see any dis- 
senters in the crowd." 
And as simply as that, a new 
system could be in place as early 
as next June. It would maintain 
one full-size bus to meet he de- 
mand of 70 to 80 school students 
per run on the morning and 
afternoon runs, and in addition 
would provide it much improved 
service for the balance of the day 
for all area residents. Hourly 
runs, more stops and more 
shelters in the Terrace/Thornhill 
area would be covered by two 
24-passenger mini-buses. A 
HandiDART (Dial-a-Ride Tran- 
sit) system would serve disabled 
residents on the Terrace side of 
the Skeena with a custom van 
capable of carrying two wheel- 
chair-bound passengers and 
their attendants, and 10 
passengers in regular seating. 
And a Paratransit scrvice would 
be available in the Thornhill 
area to meet the needs of 
passengers living off the regular- 
ly scheduled routes as well as 
those who are marginally dis- 
abled. 
Users of the HandiDART 
system would be registered with 
the transit operator and have ac- 
cess to door-to-door transit ser- 
vice on a 24-hour advanced 
notice basis. Paratransit users 
would be offered a service ap- 
propriate to each individual on 
the next regularly scheduled run 
following their request. 
Changes to current transit 
routes would include stops at the 
entrances to Mills Memorial 
Hospital and Terraceview Lodge 
on each run and at the new sen- 
iors' housing complex on a de- 
mand basis. The regular Queens- 
way run would be dropped en- 
tirely in favor of the Paratransit 
service. Copper Mountain and 
adjacent residential areas would 
likely receive one-day-a-week 
service with all other needs being 
served by the Paratransit ser- 
vice. 
The public meeting seemed to 
be the final hurdle to this new 
and improved transit system --  
it is unlikely, due to the reaction 
of those attending the meeting, 
that there will be any delay in the 
concept being passed by both 
Terrace city council and the 
Regional District. 
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The examination of the 
engines,  propellers and 
associated parts from the ill- 
fated Skylink Airlines flight that 
crashed near the Terrace airport 
on Sept. 26 has begun in Ot- 
tawa. According to 3im Harris, 
the Canadian Aviation Safety 
Board public affairs coordinator 
in Ottawa, the •procedUre is 
automatic in almost all air ac- 
¢idents and should take three to 
four days. 
Harr is  says the analysis 
POLICE 
REPORT 
Terrace RCMP report 
eight motor vehicle accidents 
in the area over the Nov. 3 to 
5 weekend. During the same 
period police arrested two 
impaired drivers and issued 
five 24-hour license suspen- 
sions. 
There were four accidents 
reported the previous week- 
end, with four impaired driv- 
ing arrests and five 24-hour 
suspensions. 
should show the exact position 
and operational capability of 
these parts at the time of the 
crash. That will be compiled 
with information from the flight 
data recorder, ~,oice recorder, 
eye witness .reports and aerial 
photographs of~the crash scene 
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in order tO determine the prob- 
able cause o f /he  accident. Har- 
ris says an interim report on all 
findings to date will be released 
in mid-De_camber +but caulioas 
that it will only be a +preliminary 
report land may not be :non. 
clnsive.+ + 
;~+' +~iNG •THE DISTANCE 
. . . .  FOR Be(:, BUSINESS 
To help explain how the B.C. Trade Development 
CorpOration can help you to export your goods 
and services, we're coming to Terrace! 
Guest Speoker: Fred Kruberg~, ++.. 1 +J " + 
Vice President Export Advisory Serv ice!  ; +++ ~! i; 
I HOME BASED BUSINESS 1 ~ I " • * B.C. Trade ~, • .... , .{*~1 1~  ~ ~ .~: ~ ~ ~: + +~ Date. Tue!day, November 21, i989 ! :  .~+ r . ='~ +*: ~p ' ~J~ 
• 4620 Lakelse Avenue i i ,  ++  + I SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18th ~ ' ' ~ ' - - I  Location: Inn of the West + + " ii! :+ !? +I*!:+~ ..!+ ,.<+: :: 
TERRACE ARENA BANQUET ROOM Cost: $12.00 Luncheon : : + ++ ' + 
On November  2 i ,  Mr. Kruberg wi l l  be avai lable to 
10:00 A.M./4:00 P.M. 
COFFE & HOT MULLED APPLE 
FREE ADMISSION JUICE WILL BE SERVED 
enioY Leisurely Christmas Shopping as you v iew what  
Terrace home based businesses have  to  o f fer l l  
Toys, Games and accessories for infants and small children 
Books and music for children and adults 
Cotton casual clothing for men and •women 
Catalogue sales for iron beds & light fixtures 
Cosmetics - -  Amway Vitamins 
Food and fireweed Honey & Nut gift trays and baskets 
Computers - -  Vancouver prices with local service 
GIFT CERTIFICATES ~ 
FREE DRAWS AVAILABLE 
/ 
BEST WISHES, 
FROM OUR HOMES TO YOURS! I. 
discuss the assistance and guidance available 
through B.C. Trade on contacting the Chamber of 
Commerce. 
* PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED FOR THIS EVENT * 
For fur ther  informat ion 
contact :  Bobb le  Ph i l l i ps  
(Chamber of Commerce Manager) 
at  635-2063 
3pons0red by Terrace Chamber of Commerce 
~ l~J~ and B.C. Trade Development Corporation 
EVE 
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up) 
~y 16 West  
AT 4:30 P .M.  
Ter race  
In ter io rs  L td .  
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
':All the supplies you need ~' 
4610 Laze l le  Ave .  
635-6600 
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On Friday, Nov. 10, com- 
munity representatives stood up 
before students in every scliool 
in the Terrace area to describe 
the merits of democrary and the 
horrors Of war. Two of these 
were Peter Crompton of the 
Royal Canadian Legion, who 
spoke to Caledonia Senior Sec- 
ondary students, and Sylvia 
Morales, representing the Ter- 
race and District Multicultural 
Association, who told Skeena 
Junior Secondary students of a 
lost democracy in Chile. 
These are their stories. 
Late one night, she and laer hus- 
band were watching TV. The 
changing images on the screen 
cast a strobe-like shadow of light 
on the windows and suspicious 
neighbors phoned the police. 
"They checked• every single 
piece of paper.., every:.docu- 
ment," says Morales. And they 
found a list of names and ad- 
dresses. Her husband was de: 
tained in jail for two days before •
it was accepted that he was a 
music teacher and the names and 
addresses were those of his stu- 
dents. 
But school teachers weren't 
necessarily •exempt from im- 
prisonment and torture. Morales 
was also a teacher in Chile and 
she explains that her profession 
had to be "very careful" about 
what they saidto their students. 
An unfor tunate  statement 
before students could be  
repeated to parents. The penalty 
could be imprisonment. Con- 
versely, parent#~had to exercise 
the same precaution. Anything 
said at home could be told to 
others by their children. Con- 
sequently, children were •being 
taught fear by everyone. Parents 
and teachers alike were con- 
veying' this message: "Be 
careful. Don't trust anyone, and 
don't~repeat anything you 
hear." 
"This is the reason I'm here," 
Morales told her captivated au- 
dience of teens. " I  have had a 
second chance ate'freedom and 
this is my contribution to main- 
taining ' our freedom." She ex- 
plains that we Canadians, like 
her Chilean neighbors almost 20 
years ago, tend to take our liber- 
ty, our democracy, for granted. 
"We have to enjoy our' 
freedom," she says. "But at the 
same time we have to be aware 
that we can lose it." 
An appreciation of our free- 
dom, and an awareness of the 
fact we can lose it, is how we can 
best honor those who lost their 
lives defending our democracy, 
says Morales. "We ~ have to 
understand that we have to work 
to keep our democracy and 
make it stronger." 
With this thought in mind, 
Morales then offered this advice 
to students: "Work to the best 
,of your capability and skill so 
that when the time comes you 
are ready to participate in this 
count ry . "  Because, says 
.iMorales with the wisdom of 
first-hands'experience, participa~ 
tionds the key. "That's what 
:keeps:'a democracy alive," she 
explains. "You have to par- 
ticipate and exercise your 
rights.., because no one else is 
going to do it for you." 
Peter Orompton 
It's been a long time since we 
went to war. "Canada t war is 
beyond the memories of all of 
you, and is a distant memory for 
our senior citizens," Peter 
Crompton told Caledonia Sen- 
ior Secondary students last Fri- 
day. But despite this fact, "The 
impact of those dark days has 
profoundly influenced the pride 
we all feel in Canada." 
With this, Crompton de- 
scribed the theme of his presen- 
cOntinued on page 24 
Sylvia Morales 
Most Canadians, if asked to 
visualize a Canada where 
democracy ceased to exist, could 
only answer with an uncompre- 
hending stare. Sylvia Morales, 
though, is a new Canadian, a 
Chilean immigrant who ex- 
perienced the loss of democratic 
rights in her home country, and 
she answered this question for 
Skeena Junior Secondary stu- 
dents last Friday i n a way they 
won't easily forget. 
Morales grew up in Chile 
when times were good. There 
was a democratic government 
and the same freedom (~anadian 
children experience today. As a 
child in a Chilean community, 
she recalls California:l ike 
weather where you:gould plaq~ 
picnic three month~ in advance 
and be sure of a sunny day and 
the freedom to go wherever and 
do whatever you pleased. 
" I  was born to democracy and 
freedom," Morales told the 
Skeena teenagers. She described 
how they were encouraged to 
participate in democratically 
elected committees in elemen- 
taw and junior high school. 
How adults addressed the needs 
of poverty stricken eighbors by 
exercising their right to par- 
ticipate in community affairs. 
"We were proud of our coun- 
try," says Morales. "We had 
nothing to worry about." But 
this sense of pride and the belief 
their rights were guaranteed 
caused everyone to take their 
rights and freedoms for granted, 
she told the students. In Chile, 
where democracy had been 
growing for 150 years, there was 
a sense that, " It  was there. It 
always had been and it always 
would be." This, however, was 
a false sense of security. 
"In 1973, we woke up to find 
a general had declared war 
against his own country," says 
Morales, "and everything was 
lost." Siml~le things like the 
freedom of movement were 
gone. Government and labor 
leaders were put in jail without 
being charged. They were tor- 
tured and denied any legal 
defense. A curfew was imposed. 
It was illegal to be on the street 
without a special permit between 
seven at night and six in the 
morning. "The whole country 
became a jail," she remembers. 
Even holding a school dance re- 
quired special government per- 
mission, And you could talk to 
no one. 
Nobody could be trusted. 
Everyone was the enemy. 
Morales described a very per- 
sonal experience of those times. 
~ ~ , i ,~ /~ ~i~,~ 
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As our veterans grow older, there are youth in the background prepared to take up the 
icause. Not as soldiers or airmen, but as me~ssengers to keep the message of the poppy 
alive: the acceptance of personal responsibilities towards our country, understanding the 
nature and dignity of all mankind, and carrying on the quest for an everlasting peace. 
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AT 
TERRACE TOTEM FORD 
q 
SPECIAL FINANCE AND 
LEASE RATES FOR 1989 and 1990 
TEMPO,!TOPAZ, 
RANGER and BRONCO II 
i  iiii!il 
12-24 
TERRACE• 
3< ; .  
t ,  
months 9.9% 
: 25-36 months 10.9% 
37-48 months 11.9% 
OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 30, 1989 
463t KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635-4984 
CALL TOLL FREE- 1-800.772-1128 
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Peace and Remembrance 
"Don't try to save humanity all at once,- try saving 
one person first. It's a lot harder. To help one person 
without harming another is very difficult. It's 
unbelievably difficult. That's where the temptation to 
save all humanity comes from. And then, inevitably, 
along the way you discover that all humanity's hap- 
piness hinges on the destruction o f  a few hundred 
million people, that's all. A trifle. "' 
- -  Russian composer Dmitri Shostokovich, 
reflecting on the Stalinist era. 
In Berlin last week they were dancing on the 
Brandenberg Gate. Yesterday Czechoslovakia an- 
nounced the opening of  its borders.  It's simple - -  a 
few pacific in positions of  authority made the decision 
that decades of restriction imposed on the movements 
of  ent i re populat ions hould end, and they did. 
It's somehow fitting that these events wiping out 
some of the f inal vestiges of  the last world war occur- 
red around the Remembrance Day weekend. In Ter- 
race war veterans and people who have escaped coun- 
tries ravaged by tyrants spoke to school children to 
whom the events of  50 and 70 years ago must seem 
remote and unreal  with the distance of history. We are 
told to remember  the course of  events and remain 
vigilant to prevent heir recurrence, but the manner  in 
which we perceive t ime tells us that history always 
happens to someone else. 
Momentous events occur all around us. Decisions 
are being made daily on how we will use our land and 
resources, the means we will use to move around our 
town, our region and the planet, .the ways in which 
our children will be taught. We can choose to become, 
involv, ed in these decisions or to watch passively as 
others make them, but one day this will all be history, 
and historians," fair ly or otherwise, will hold us ac- 
countable for those decisions~ 
Those historians will also judge whether: one day of 
sober  reflection a year on these matters proved tO be 
enough. 
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One yew md~.~z411om: 
In Csneds S24.00 
Out of Canada 150,00 
Seniors in Terrace and District 112.00 
Seniors out of Terrace and District $15.00 
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The view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Plfer 
VICTORIA --  To fulfill the 
~pi-omise of taking a closer look 
at the "new kids on the 
block", herewith some observa- 
tions and evaluations of the 
five new members in the B.C. 
Cabinet. 
They are all wise additions, 
and in some ways, surprise ad- 
ditions, given that they all have 
been frank in their criticism of 
some of the qualities and style 
of Premier Bill Vender Zalm 
over the past two or three 
years. 
1. Environment Minister 
3ohn Reynolds: it is highly 
unusual to bring a speaker into 
the inner circle during a term 
of government, but with the 
qualities Reynolds possesses, it 
clearly had to be done. 
He is a very partisan, very 
free-enterprise, right-wing, 
. veteran politician, and if 
Vender Zalm has decided to 
stay to fight in a general .elec- 
tion, he will need Reynolds on 
the front line. The two have 
been much closer during the 
past three years than most peo- 
ple know. 
Also, if Vender Zalm decides 
to leave next spring in the wake 
of more poor polling results, 
the move into Cabinet and the 
powerful planning and 
priorities committee (PandP) 
puts Reynolds in a position to 
be a strong contender in the 
leadership race. 
As far as the high-profile n- 
vironment portfolio is con- 
cerned, Reynolds will be a 
lightning rod, drawing all the 
ire and fire away from the 
beleagured premier. And with 
his smooth demeanor with the 
media, the former MP and 
radio talk-show host will more 
than hold his own. Whether 
th~i~'~fests ~votes is hard 
to predict. 
2. Labour and Consumer 
Services Minister Norm 
Jacobsen: Okanagan South 
MLA Larry Chalmess said it 
best when he described Jacob- 
sen as the E.F. Hutton of the 
Sacred caucus. "When Norm 
talks, everybody listens." 
The Dewdney MLA com- 
mands respect for his honest, 
forthright and incisive obser- 
vations and concerns about the 
state of the province, the gov- 
ernment, he party and the 
premier's popularity, all raised 
behind closed doors. The suc- 
cessful logging company 
operator also gets a seat on the 
influential Treasury Board, 
which handles the province's 
finances. 
Jacobsen, 59, is another who 
will not hesitate tO speak his 
mind in Cabinet; and he could 
prove to be an 'ideal choice for 
the delicate labour portfolio. 
3. Government Management 
Services Minister Carol Gmn. 
she has rarely received the 
credit she deserves for her ef- 
forts as caucus chairman 
through the two years of scan- 
dal, controversy and inner 
strife within the party and 
caucus. The situation has been 
~t mess from time to time, true; 
but it could be a damnsight 
worse. 
Her role as minister reson- 
sable for women's programs i  
likely to draw considerable fire, 
and already has done so. (:3ran 
says abortion is a matter for 
the health and attorney-general 
ministries and the federal 
government, and she wants to 
concentrate on programs to 
help poor women and women 
raising children on their own -- 
the two groups often are 
synonymous. 
The government services 
portfolio is not a lightweight 
one, either. (:;ran is responsible 
for the purchasing Commission, 
B.C. Enterprise Corp., B.C. 
Buildings Corp:, B.C. Systems 
Corp. and the superannuation 
commission. Personnel policies 
and problems will also be on 
her plate, which may give 
women some hope that pay 
parity with their male counter- 
parts may be achieved. -- 
4. Solicitor-Oeneral Russ 
Fraser: The Vancouver South 
MLA is back in Cabinet partly 
due to geography. Vender 
Zalm had been under great 
criticism for freezing the 
metropolis out of his Cabinet 
since July 1988. Rightly or 
wrongly, that was viewed by 
many as his revenge for being 
rejected by the city's voters in 
the 1984 mayoralty race. 
Fraser, a professional 
engineer and political ~ veteran¢ 
becomes the ICBC boss in ad- 
dition to the S-G's role of 
policing the police, etc. He has 
kissed and made up with 
Vender Zalm, who he publicly 
criticized in 1988, even to being 
the first to call for a leadership 
review. It'll be interesting to 
see how Fraser performs back 
inside the Cabinet. 
5. Parks Minister Ivan Mess- 
mer: The former Penticton 
mayor is an affable, larger- 
than-life type of politician, but 
he also is an astute one. 
Although his first ministry is 
one of the smallest, he will 
likely perform better than the 
continued on page 5 
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Do you thin (.we're in 
for a hard winter 
this year?. 
. 3 
/' * J im Allen • 
So far it's notbad. About 20 years ago a battleship 
was touring the north and happened to be tied up at 
Kltimat on Remembrance Day. Some of the Navy of- 
ricers and crew volunteered to go in the parade. One of 
them said he had never been so cold anywhere he had 
been in the world. 
I have been in the parade 30 years and have been 
some pretty cold Remembrance Days. One time the 
snow flakes were so think you could hardly see the per. 
son marching ahead of you! 
I think this year will be mild. We will get two or three 
weeks of cold, then it will mild up again - -  that's my 
prediction. 
Alec Wesley 
Isn't every winter hard? 
. , , g " - -2• . . -  :2  ? ~?~ : 
i • 
I 
: i : " ~.  ~i~ 
. . . .  ~ili 
t , : . 
• • " Bert Adsms 
I think we will get a lot 
.... ~'~•~ o f  snow.  It wi l l  p robab ly  
be colder than the last 
i few years. 
Leonle Duplessls 
We have had such nice 
weather I think we are due 
to have a colder winter. 
Antonio DeSIIva 
Maybe we will have a 
hard winter because• we 
had Such a good summer. 
Buzz Tkachanko  
I think we might. We've 
had such a good spring, 
summer and fall, if we 'get 
it', we shouldn't com. 
plain. i 
Pifer - -  continued frompage4 
neophyte Terry Huberts who he 
replaced. And from his 
elevatedpost, Messmer will be 
out towoo back southern 
Okanagan voters after the 
Socred political disaster in the i
June 1988 Boundary-Similka. 
meen by-election. 
Parting Thought: Ominous 
portent? department: The latest 
edition of the government's 
self-serving "news'paper, Pro- 
vincial Report is another 
~chronicte of the successes of 
• the government and its policies 
and programs, as seen by the 
government, What I find fas- 
cinating about he latest 
16-page tabloid (with about 80 
stories and a dozen photos) is 
that nowhere in it is there a 
picture, a story.., or even a 
referenCe to the premier, Mr. 
Vander Zaim. How 10w-profile 
can you geti? , 
l • ¢r race  K e w e w  m weonesoay, Novemt)er 15, 198! 
Let ters  the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  to  " Ed i tOr  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
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Dr. Kuntz's skills missed; 
To the Editor; 
I am a member of the "David three times this year, first to 
Kuntz Support •Group" and-on have my fight knee examined, 
Nov.. 8-we malted, notices to. all next to .haVe *,steel and plastic .. 
addresses in the Terrace area. 
Ironically enough, the first 
letter that came in  Box 104, so- 
meone had written these words', 
"You people got to be nuts". To 
me, those were blood boilers. 
First of all, we believe that the 
doctors who have nice cushy 
jobswith the Workers' ComPen- 
sation Board banded together to 
have David Kuntz's license re- 
moved •because David was 
operating on people and sending 
them back to work when the 
WCB doctors said they did not 
need an operation. 
Talk to some of these People 
who David took of f  of the 
disabled list, made them well 
enough to go back to work and 
live normal lives. David Kuntz 
was challenging the integrity of 
the WCB doctors, and we think 
they did David in for that reason 
alone. 
Take a look at •the cases cited 
to remove the man's license. 
Each one was a person who had 
been on the disabled list and 
David Kuntz operated, taking 
them off the list and putting 
them back in the work force. 
WCB doctors said these peo- 
ple did not require these opera- 
tions and that the pain was in 
their heads and not their backs. 
The patients.themselv~es were not 
in court and were not asked if 
they thought heir surgery was 
necessary. 
My wife and I have both been 
affected very much by the loss of 
David Kuntz from the operating 
rooms of the North, as many 
other people have. 
My wife has made three trips 
to Vancouver this year, first for 
an examination, second for an 
operation to replace her left hip 
joint, and now for her three- 
month, post-operation check up 
and special therapy. 
I have also been to Vancouver 
parts installed in that same knee, 
and a third time to tryto have an 
automatic .transmission i stalled 
' into my vehicle so I could drive 
with only one leg; and have the 
vehicle and tranny ref'mancedso 
I would not lose it. 
I have not been able to  do 
much this year and it is not easy 
to make payments on a no- 
income basis. 
I hadmy right leg amputated 
on Oct. I0 and am on my wayto 
Vancouver to have a false leg fit- 
ted: this will require three or 
four trips to Vancouver. Not 
bad for one family. 
Dr. David Kuntz could have 
done these operations and we 
would not have had to travel to a 
"foreign country" to have them 
done. Dr. Kuntz also told my 
friend that he felt he could have 
f'Lxed my knee good enough that 
I would not have had to have it 
removed. Now we will never 
know. 
My leg was lost because I was 
wilting to put my fife on the fine 
so people in Canada would be 
free to call me "nuts" and not 
go to jail for doing so. 
At the time I was wounded in 
that leg I had no idea that I was 
fighting to have a country where 
good honest people can be tor- 
• tttred and ~ mistreated, as, David 
Kuntz has been. 
Then on the other hand, I had 
not planned that people like 
Clifford Olson would be pro- 
tected and made a national hero 
for the kind deeds he did. 
Perhaps I am "nuts" as you 
say for wanting to help someone 
who has been railroaded and 
given a rotten deal. Really, I 
want David Kuntz to have a fair 
unbiased hearing in our courts; 
so far he has been denied that. 
Randy C. Halgh, 
• Terrace, B.C. 
Perrace Centennial Lions 
CRAB SALE 
Saturday, November 18 
beside PetroCan on Lakelse 
10:00 a .m.  
Live or Cooked 
The Royal Bank 
of Canada 
Terrace Branch 
is changing their hours of business 
effective December 4th, 1989 to: 
Monday to Thursday: 
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Friday: 
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p,m. 
. . . .  • , . , .  , - . . . )  . . . .  
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l see  t:.. " : l  
. by Stephanle Wlebe . . . .  [ 
Charlotte Diamond 
An enthusiastic crowd of chil- 
dren and parents turned out to 
see Charlotte Diamond, a 
popular Canadian children's 
entertainer, in concert at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Satur- 
day, Oct. 28. Concert promoter 
Judy Aird estimates about •650 
tickets were sold. The Terrace 
French Preschool sponsored the 
show as part of their fundralsing 
effort. 
i 
by Kael~n Bruce 
:~ The lively~how was upbeat 
andvisual ly~lorf  ul with a lot 
of unique'kin~s of audience par- 
ticipatio:n. B e~ldes clapping and 
singing ~don~(o the tunes (many 
i children were famifar ~fith from 
her albums), Charlotte encour- 
aged the children to hug them- 
selves and their parents during 
the song Four Hugs a Day, to 
growl, bark and howl during [ 
Wanna be a Dog and to draw 
dragons in the air during 
Dragons and Dinosaurs, a song 
inspired by her son Thomas. 
Several children were invited 
onstage to hold Charlotte's 
mascot, the Hug Bug, while she 
sang its theme song. Children 
were again invited onstage to 
provide-the rhythm section with 
shakersand tambourines during 
the song La Bamba, while the 
adults in the audience were en- 
couraged to do the twist during 
the chorus. 
Before she performed You 
Can Make a Miracle, a song 
written several years ago for the 
Vancouver Children's Hospital, 
there w~f a quiet, thoughtful 
moment as Charlotte dedicated 
the song;to Laura Beaten, the 
young girl frpm Kitin~at who is 
currently awaiting a bone mar- 
row transplant. 
Charlotte moved easily be- 
tween the guitar: and the piano 
while performing many of her 
songs. At times musical accom- 
paniment was provided solely by 
Paul~ her touring partner, while 
Charlotte performed mimes and 
acted out stories in songs like 
Looking for Dracula, which was 
particularly appropriate so close 
to Hallowe'en. Paul demon- 
strated his musical versatility by 
performing part of the William 
Tell Overture on a must unusual 
instrument - - his face! 
Charlotte proved she keeps up 
with current musical trends with 
her rap song Dicky, Dicky, 
Dinosaur and Rubber, Blubber 
Whale, a song with a lively Ca- 
jun beat and Paul on the fiddle. 
Charlotte dedicated her last 
song, Donne-moi La Main (Give 
Me Your Hand) to concert pro- 
moter Judy Aird and the Terrace 
French Preschool in thanks for 
sponsoring her trip to Terrace. 
After the show, Charlotte 
mingled in the lobby and signed 
autographs for many of her 
young fans. Records, cassettes 
and sheet mu#c.of her four al- 
bums were offered for sale. 
• Before bec0n~ing a full-time 
performer, Cha~lbtte was a high 
school teacher. She taught main- 
ly French and :~began bringing 
_ her guitar to class as a way of 
making learning French vocabu- 
lary more fun. Eventually she 
formed a choir and began per- 
forming musicals. Her present 
career gradually built from there 
and really took off after winning 
a J uno  Award for her debut 
album, 10 Carrot Diamond. 
Charlotte estimates that she 
writes about 70 percent of her 
own material and often makes 
adaptations tomany of the other 
songs she performs. Her two 
sons, Matthew and Thomas, 
sometimes help write songs. 
Several verses of Slimey the Slug 
were written by Matthew. "My 
two sons are my greatest in- 
spiration and my toughest 
• critics," says Diamond. "They 
let me know what works and 
what doesn't." 
Charlotte w0i~ks cooperatively 
with her husbahd, who is also 
her manager. She says coopera- 
tion is the key tO managing both 
career and home successfully. 
Except for breaks during school 
ARE YOU GETTING THE :MOST 
• OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? 
IF NOT . . . . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER. 
-. ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business Applications 
- ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
'- AOOOUlqrilNO Software Installation & Oonv~mlmm In major 
w.kae  ACCPAC. eSOFOnO, s ,EVe V SS 
- GENE-RAL COMPUTER.CONSULTING and SYSTEm ~'T~P 
~ ~=v-e~, p.o. aox ¢z~, ,m~ s.c., v~ ,~ 
• . (~)6~)=~N144.  , . . . . .  ' 
holidays, Charlotte tours 
throughout the yeariand main- 
tains a balance bY ~ spending 
alternate weeks on tour and at 
home. She has toured exten- 
sively across Canada and the 
U.S. and has developed an en- 
thusiastic following both here 
and the U.S., especially in 
California. 
Charlotte's love of perform- 
ing for children becomes evident 
during her shows. She says she 
tries to convey positive values to 
children through er music. 
"I hope to encourage children 
to become the best they can be, 
to develop their individual 
talents, imagination and 
creativity, whether it's through 
music, drama, art or sports. 
And to develop confidence in 
who they are. Many of the 
themes in my songs like 'Four 
Hugs a Day' are about taking 
care of yourself and developing 
self, esteem," says Diamond. 
Having fun with languages 
and other cultures is another im- 
portant aspect of Charlotte's 
music. She treats bilingualism in
a fun, positive way and many of 
her songs have verses in both 
French and English. One song, 
May There Always be SUnshine, 
has verses in seven languages --
English, French; Russian, ~ 
Italian, Spanish, German and 
Chinese. ' .... >"" >" ~"*" 
• "I believe learmag ~languagcs 
should be fun and I try to en- 
courage an a t t~ of tolerance 
for different cuhUres," explaim 
Diamond. "I want to encourage 
children to get-along :with 
different members of the com- 
munity." 
As a great lover of the out- 
doors and a former science 
teacher, Charlotte also hopes to 
use her music as away of in- 
teresting children in nature. 
"With songs like 'Metamor- 
phosis' and 'What Kind of Tree 
are You7' I hope to teach chil- 
dren to recognize and respect 
other life forms on this planet," 
sayd Diamond. 
The unique blend of positive 
messages, up-tempo music and 
plain good fun in Charlotte Dia- 
mond's music makes her a 
favorite with all members of the 
family. 
I 
5 MORE DAYS 
TO THE BIG 
5 .OH,  
GAILII 
AMWA ' 
QUALITY  
HOME CARE AND 
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS 
AIlTiSTR¥ 
QUALrrv 
' SKIN CARE AND COSMETICS 
mmmHTE 
OUaLrrV. 
NUTRmON AND 
FOODSUPPLEMEN' rS  
6S5.4618 
There!s a very special person 
inthis, town. He's not a politi- 
cian, or a prominent business, 
man, or somebody looking for 
publicity and recognition. He 
works at the animal shelter. 
I don't even know his name. 
I Wouldn't recognize him if he 
knocked on my door. I met 
him once, earlier this year, 
when a sickly kitten arrived in 
my yard. I took~this kitten 
around, looking for an owner, 
irritated at the inconvenience. 
Nobody claimed it. My chil- 
dren were full of concern for 
this abandoned animal's fate, 
but I assured them that we 
would find help. 
We took the kitten home, 
gave it a bath, some food and 
a box to sleep in. I called the 
animal shelter, but they were 
closed. So we played with the 
cat and waited. 
My oIdest daughter knew the 
probable fate awaiting this kit: 
ten. As positive and optimistic 
as I tried tob  e, she knew i t  .., 
would ~most likely by. "put to 
sleeper, a nice way to say. 
"killed". I wanted to keep it', 
but we already have a c at,~nd 
-k iping e~'ry strayS:is i,i~prac -: 
'E d. TM~ ~as 6re~l~i~ei~ 
heart  . . . . .  :., ..!~ • ,~. 
Tl~en I goti~angry. Ready 
angry. I sat down and wrote a 
fob-page tirade against the  
stupid person who didn't h=ive 
his animal neutered, and didn't 
care about this homeless kitten 
and probably had an I.Q. of ~ 
10. I figured it was one of 
those irritating people who 
regularly parks in the "fire 
lane" at the mall When I
finished my writing, most of  
my anger had gone. Now I was 
just incredibly sad. 
The next day, I took the kit- 
ten to the animal shelter. I ful- 
ly expected the person there to 
gived me a bad time about his 
k i t ten -  you know, why 
couldn't I keep it,.an~d maybe it 
was even an offspring of my 
own cat - -that sort of thingll i 
But then I met th~s ~an. :~ 
Hewas very.nice, didn't 
make me feel guilty, and 
seemed as down as I was about 
the likely fate of the kitten. He 
looked into its eyes, then he 
stroked its fur. We talked a bit 
about what would happen to it. 
I thought about how sad his 
job was, and quickly left. 
But a few weeks ago, a 
friend of mine lost her dog. 
Her "Mitzi, is getting pretty 
old, is epileptic, and needs 
regular medication. Mitzi wan -~ 
dered off one cold and rainy 
afternoon, couldn,t be found 
anywhere, and my friend fig- 
ured that the dog would prob- 
ably be at the shelter. But the 
shelter was closed. If Mitzi 
didn't have her medication, she 
would start having seizures, 
Somehow my friend got the 
phone number of the animal 
shelter man, and called him at 
home. She knew it wasn't fair 
to bother him, she knew he fly- 
edna fair distance away, but she 
• was worried about Mitzi. The 
man immediately responded, 
dr~j~g out, in the rain to open 
the sharer. 
The man didn't say, "Geez, 
lady; I'm of~ work now, too 
.>bad." He dkln't say, "You 
stupid person, why did. you'let 
. yOur dog run. off2" He knew 
how important i was for the 
dog tb get back home. And he 
¢~red eti61igh to go out on a 
cold, wet ifiight for a little white 
fluff of a d'og. 
That's when I realized this 
man deserves an award. With 
all the abandoned dogs and 
cats. he deals with, he wasn't 
hardened to treating "my" 
stray as merely 'another furry 
body. With all the wandering 
animals, he wasn't hardened to 
an inconvenient exception out- 
side of office hours. There 
should be an award for some: 
one like that. 
I don't even know this man. 
Most people aren't aware of 
the exceptional things he's do: 
]ng. Some people wouldn't 
even care. 
I d6~ J;;' 
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" 15th ANNUAL 
BiG BAND DANCE 
Saturday ,  November  25, 1989 
SKEENA SCHOOL 
7 p.m. Cocktails 
8 p.m. Hot Buffet 
9 p.m. Dancing 
TICKETS AT SIGHT AND SOUND 
& , . i i  , r '  " " 
$2$.00/person 
Table Reservations phone 
638,846b 
. . . .  / I ill . . . . . . . .  
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KIm Oordelro displays The Art of War dinner theater poster, designed by Grant Piffer and 
printed by,Totem Press, that is being used to publicize the collaborative Terrace Little 
Theatre/Northwest Community Collogo production. Betty Sartonphoto. 
Who is... 
Is she the manager of the Stu- 
dent Body Racquet and Fitness 
Centre recently opened at 
Northwest Community College? 
YES. 
Is she Northwest Community 
College's student activity co- 
ordinator? YES. 
• Is she the organizer ofdanees, 
coffee, houses, sporting' :events 
and ldinner theater at Northwet 
Community. College? YES. ::,' 
Kim. Cordeiro i~ all of tile 
above and morel ':~ 
by Betty Barton 
Dinner theater, though, is her 
favorite thing to do. She ~ loves 
the atmosphere of dinner theater 
- -  "the elegance; the class and 
excitement.it's such a good feel, 
ing - -  an indulgence, a magical 
evening." When Kim took on 
the job of Student Activity Co- 
ordinator in the fall of 1988, 
culture was one of her priorities. 
• And she's till fulfilling that goal 
for students and community, 
The upcoming dinner theater 
collaboration between the 
Northwest Community College 
Students' Association and Ter- 
race Little Theatre, presenting 
TheArtof War, is not a first for 
Kim. Last spring, NWCC Stu- 
dents' Association sponsored 
the Axis Mime Theatre from 
Vancouver to perform at a din- 
ner theater in the NWCC 
cafeteria. The response ~vas o 
overwhelming that Kim has' de- 
cided to present dinner theater 
every fall and spring. 
Student staff, volunteering 
for that first evening, were 
pleased and proud to be a part 
o f  it - -  dshering guests in ,  
waiting on tables and serving 
drinks. There is no shortage of 
volunteers for the upcoming per- 
formance of The Art of War. 
Kim gets "warm fuzzies just 
thinking about it". 
Much organization and co- 
ordination with a host of people 
is required to present a dinner 
theater evening, as Kim can at- 
test. She first had to find the 
talent •to provide the evening's 
entertainment. Kim is looking 
forward to the Terrace Little 
Theatre's debut at dinner theater 
onNov. 17 and 18. The facility 
had to bebooked, cooking staff 
and ~tnenU arranged/a theme 
Kim Cordeiro? 
agreed upon (this time, it's right wine... 
Italian), advertising planned, All of. this has come together 
prepared and implemented, and for The Art of War with the en- 
tickets ~printed and sold. Every thusiasm and energy that IGm. 
details of the evening has to be Cordeiro exhibits in,everything 
perfect --  candles, flowers, she. does• and:every hat she 
cummerbunds and bow ties, the wears. • 
cast  at last  f or ..... :
Ladies Re tirem en ' 
Contributed by Hennlo Cook mances in ski'tsfrom Erik Nicols 
,At last theater lovers get the material. She was also involved 
opportunity to see this 1800's in the early 80's in an experi -.
melodrama by Edward Percy .mental form of theater known as 
and Reginald Denham. Al- Readers' Theatre. Susan gets her 
though rehearsals began early whole family involved. Her 
last spring, the show hadto:be daughter Christine and her son 
cancelled when the leading man Peter often help with work back- 
had .to step down due to per- stage. 
sonal reasons. Finding a leading Yvonne Michaud will be per- 
man in Terrace for this part traying "Sister Theresa". This is 
wasn't easy, and finally David Yvonne's first dramatic role, al- 
Browning of Kitimat agreed to though she is no stranger to 
take the role of the naughty theater. She has been involved 
nephew, with theater since 1979 and has 
David has been a resident of had roles in Young Dracula and 
Kitimat for 17 years and has Sylvester's Surprise. When not 
been involved with drama since appearing on the stage, she is 
high school. He had major roles busy backstage performing such 
in The Interview and Burlap duties as make-up, producer, 
Bags. He had the opportunity o costuming or set construction. 
attend the first New West- Four of the other cast 
minster Theatre of B.C. Sum- members, Maureen Ogawa, 
mer School in 1986, and in 1987 Margaret Sinjur, Lorna Morton 
received a scholarship from the and Cheryl Spencer, were pro- 
Theatre Advisory Committee to filed earlier this year in local 
attend the Okanagan Summer papers. They play the roles of 
School of the Arts. the three sisters and the maid. 
• David has been involved with Terrace audiences have enjoyed 
the "On Cue Players" theater watching Maureen, Margaret 
group of Kitimat since high and Loma perform in local pro- 
school in a technical capacity, ductions of The Emperor's New 
The role of Albert Feather will Clothes and Goodnight Mrs. 
be his first appearance on the Puffin. 
'stage in Terracd. With an experienced, talented 
Susan Mehs, who plays the cast like this, Ladies in Retire- 
lady of the house, is a fine ac- ment is guaranteed to keep you 
tress who has performed in a on the edge of your seat 
number of plays ince arriving in throughout the whole per- 
Terrace. She joined the Terrace formance. In a coming issue we 
Little Theatre in 1975, working will profile some of the people 
mainly on sets, lighting and behind the scenes for you. 
costumes. Later she ventured Watch for it and don't forget o 
onto the stage as part of the get your tickets early for per- 
chorus and finally accepted the formances of this outstanding 
role of the maid in Young play. Opening n ight  is 
Dracula. Since then Terrace au- November 301 See you at the 
diences have enjoyed her perfor- theaterl' .... ~ '~  ~ 
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INCIDENCE OF ABANDONED 
ANIMALS MAY BE INCREASING 
It can sometimes be hard find- 
ing a home for unwanted pup- 
pies, but leaving them as gifts in 
unlocked cars is not the answer 
to the problem., 
Terrace animal control officer 
Frank Bowsher~says at least one 
puppy, a spanid cross, was left 
in an unattended vehicle i on 
Agar St. on a~recent Saturday 
morning. The owner of the car 
didn't want it and phoned the 
police. Bowsher was then called 
in and the homeless spaniel was 
placed in the Terrace• Animal 
Shelter. 
This well-intentioned act of 
animal placement was only one 
of several similar incidents that 
have occurred recently and 
Bowsher says the owners, if 
caught, can be charged under 
the criminal code for mistreating 
or abandoning animals. He says 
four blonde terriers were 
"dumped" at the door of the 
animal shelter early Monday_ 
morning. A more serious inci, 
dent occurred recently, when a 
terrior/poodie cross was thrown 
from a moving vehicle, near the 
North Kalum Trailer Court. The 
abandonment of animals used to 
be a problem in this area, says 
Bowsher, and he hol~S it's not 
one that's about to start again. 
, 
the Canadian Diabetes Association 
provides health and nutrition i formation 
pamphlets ona number of issues? 
For more information, contactyourlocal Branch 
of the Canadian Diabetes ~Uon 0t  the  National Office, 
78 Bond Street, Toronto, Ontario M58 2J8. 
D~i  on(~ Assod~lon 
c~l lenne  
du dl~x~te 
You are invited 
to a public information 
meeting on plans for 
a transmission line-from 
to Skeena Substation: 
(near Terrace). 
At present, B.C.Hydro has a transmission li e running 
between the two substations. However apossible new 287 kV 
line is necessary to transmit additional electricity purchased 
from Alcan into the B.C.Hydro system. This new line can also 
serve as a back-up in case the existing line is out of service. 
Two routes are being conside.red. One is on the east side 
of the.existing line along Highffay 25. The second, along 
the west side of the Kitimat.Terrace valley, would require the 
establishment of a new transmission li e corridor. 
Environmental and land use consultants have been 
studying both the environmental and cultural resources in
the valley, and initial resulB of these'studies will be shared 
at the meeting. 
Meetings in both Terrace and Kitimat will begin at 
7:00 p.m. Information displays outlining possible routes arid 
describing the line will be set up for you to view. 
At 7."30 p.m.: Hydro will make a presentation the 
project and studies to date. Then the meeting will be opened 
for questions and discussion. 
Plan to attend. We would like to hear your ideas about 
the proposed line. 
Location Date 
Terrace: 
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 Munroe Street 
Kitimat: 
Legion Hall, 665 Legion Avenue 
Nov. 21, 1989 
Nov. 22, 1989 
Background information on this project is available at 
Hydro offices in Kitimat and Terrace. Or call Hydro's toll-free 
line: 1.800.663,1377, . 
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More than 4G foursomes competed in round-the-clock bowl- 
ing at Terrace Lanes on Nov. 4 weekend. It was the annual 
• Terrace Bowlasplel with teams from across the Northwest 
taking part. - 
Bowlaspiel a winner 
Terrace teams won most of 
the prizes as expected, but it was 
Prince Rupert's entry of Joe's 
Auto grabbing top honors of 
first place in 'A' event at the re= 
cent bowlaspiel at Terrace 
Lanes. 
Terrace's Having-Fun-Yet 
finished runnerup in 'A', while 
Aroma Nets of .Rupert .took, 
third and Rudon of Terrace 
fourth. 
Terrace's Travellers won 'B' 
event and also turned in the 
team high triple score of 3333. 
Mohawk had team single of 
1281, but failed to place in the 
top four of all four events. 
Rnnnerup in 'B' event was 
One-Br ick-Short-of -a-Load 
from Terrace. Kitimat's O1' Keg 
won third place with Terrace's 
Leona Wilcox coming in fourth. 
Winner and runnerup for 'C' 
event went to two Terrace en- 
tries --  Mountainview Account- 
ing and SKB Salvage. The Elks 
of Kitimat grabbed third place, 
followed by a tie between Ben, 
son Optical and Tymoschuk 
Agencies of Terrace. 
,-, In fD',event, itwas allTe~ace 
teams from first to fourth. 
Mailloux Logging won it, fol- 
lowed by Terrace Lanes, Wee 
Four and G.T.G. 
Wayne Le Beau went home 
with two individual honors, fir- 
ing a 395 men's high single and 
878 men's high triple. 
Diane Francis wound up with 
a 903 for ladies' high triple. 
Sherry Lopushinsky tossed a 372 
for ladies' high single. 
Zone 10 seniors 
get org an ized 
Increased participation from 
all areas of zone 10 was the 
theme that came out of last 
weekend's B.C. Senior Games 
Society meeting at the Terrace 
Happy Gang Centre. 
Although representatives at- 
tended from Kitimat, Prince 
Rupert reps were unable to make 
it. A new slate of Terrace 
members was elected to take 
over for the next year. Bud 
Kirkaldy becomes zone repre- 
sentative while Ken Perry.takes 
the president's chair. Vice- 
presidents are Bob Goodwin and 
Fred Annett. Evelyn Francis is 
secretary and Fran Lindstrom is 
treasurer. Members are hoping 
to field about 150 seniors aged 
55 and up for the third annual 
games coming up September 5 to 
7 of next year at Comox. 
This year they had more than 
70 competing at the Trail games. 
Several meetings to organize 
varied sports and raise travel 
funds are planned this winter., 
Sharpies improving 
An appointment with the doc- 
tor tomorrow in Detroit is ex- 
pected to clear Terrace's Jeff 
Sharpies to fly to Edmonton this 
"Saturday and begin a career with 
his second NHL team, the Ed- 
monton Oilers. 
Sharpies' weekend checkup 
revealed his injured shoulder as 
i 70 percent repaired~, and cleared 
the way for him to start Skating 
• dtiring workouts 0fthe ~indsor 
ISPIt fires, of the junlor Ontario 
Hockey League. His on-ice con- 
ditioning began yesterday. • 
Plans now call for him to 
report o Edmonton this coming 
weekend where he'll complete 
his rehabilitation, then go to the 
American Hockey League's 
Cape Breton Oilers at Sidney, 
Nova Scotia. 
Doctors have told him he's a 
week ahead of schedule on 
repairs to the injury. 
l 
i The scores  are.. .  
SWIM MEET 
& 22AT PRINCE 
)INTS 
, • . , . 
bsset-  15 
• race ~ 263 
imat ~ 479 
nee Rupert - -  533 
. , - "  
- L  
AND LADLES AN 
.JL AT CURLING C 
NOVEMBER 4 WEEKEND 
FIVE-1EAM LADIES ROUND-ROBIN 
Draw 1 
Atchison 10, MacDougal 8 
Himech 8, Wanes 4 
Draw 2 
MacDougall 5, Himech 3 
Atchison 7, McGregor 4 
Draw 3 
Blanes 9, Atchison 6 
MacDougall 9, McGregor 8 
Draw 4 . o 
Blanes 10, MacDougall 6 
McGregor 7, Himech 4 
Draw S 
McGregor 8, Blanes 7 
Atchison 8, Himech 7 
Bye ~ MacDougall 
.Bye - -  McGregor 
. .  - 
' :  ",Bye - -  Blanes 
i Bye --.Himech 
'" :" " I" F " Bye  L Atchison 
FINAL STANDINGS - -  Atchison (won three, lost one). 
MacDougall(won two, lost two)., Blanes (won two, lost 
.~jv~o)~McGregor.(won~hNO i Iosttwo). Himech,(won-one, - ~ 
lost three). ' 
16-TRAM MEN'S MODIFIED SERIES 
Draw 1 
Rich Green 9, ArnoM Amonson 6 
Ken Blanes 8, Rob Brise 7 
Ron Townley 6, Don Palmer'4 .... ~ ~ 
Ron Murphy 8, Larry Reinboldt 7 
Draw 2 
Larry Burke 9, Dave Obre 5 
Ed Collison 8, Bob Mintenko ! " , 
Ken Kazanski 9, Bob Baase 3 -•: - 
Leg Pritchard 6, Rick McDermott 5 
Draw $ 
Brise 5, 
Reinboldt 4, Palmer 3 (Palmer to*co'nsolati0n)-. ",
Mintenko 11, Obre 6 (Obre to consolation) 
Baase 8, McDermott 4 (McDermott to consolation) 
Draw 4 
Blanes 9, Gree 8 (Blanes qualifies) 
Townley 6, Murphy 3 (Townley qualifies) • 
Burke 7, Collison 5 (Burke qualifies) 
Bazansky 7, Pritchard 6 (Bazansky qualifies) 
Draw 5 
Brise 6, Green 1 (Brise qualifies) 
Murphy 10, Reinboldt 8 ( Murphy qualifies) 
Mintenko 7, Collison 5 (Mintenko qualifies) 
Baase 7, Pritchard 4 (Baase qualifies) 
Draw 6 
Baase 6, Burke 5 (Burke wins $200) 
Brise 6, Mintenko 5 (Mintenko wins $200) 
Townley 7, Blanes S (Blanes wins $200) 
Bazansky 6, Murphy 4 (Murphy wins $200) 
MEN'S SENI-FINALS 
Brise 7, Baase 4 
Townley 8, Bazansky S 
PLAYOFF FOR THIRD AND FOURTH 
Bazansky 7, Baase 4 * 
(Bazansky $900, Baase $700) 
MENIS FINAL 
Brise 4, Townley 3 
(Brise $1,600, Townley $1,100) 
CONSOLATION SEMIS. - .... 
Dr 9, Amonson 7 . . . .  
5, McDermott 0 (Default) - 
CONSOLATION FINAL 
10, Obre 6 
$400, Obre $180) , ' 
TERRACE MEN'S RECREATIONAL 
HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Nov. 10 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 7, Convoy Supply 0 
Skeena Hotel 6, North Coast Wranglers 2 
Nov. 4 
Inn of the West 7, Convoy Supply 3 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 6, North Coast Wrangle 
Nov. 7 
/ /~!::,'**!.i : Inn of the West 8, Norm's Auto Refinishing 
~/,~ ~,i, North Coast Wranglers 4, Convoy Supply 3 
~_~ :! Nov. 9 
Skeena Hotel 2, Northern Motor Inn Okies I :~, 
STANDINGS . . . .  
TEAM 
Skeena Hotel 
Norm'g Auto Refinishing 
North Coast Wranglers 
Inn of the West 
Convoy Supply 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
i GP W L T 
11 9 1 1 
11 7 4 0 
11 ..... 6 "~ 5 ~ ""r O 
11 6 S 0" 
11 2 8 1 
11 2 9 0 
GF GA 
83 41 
76  49 
43 45 1 
53 65 
34 64 
24 49 
PTS 
19 
14 
12 
12 
5 
4 
~,/ :y i!~!~ ill 
i/:i 
• I • 
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T • h rdcash spiel in a row 
for Smithers foursome 
Smithers' Rob Brise likes the 
Terrace annual Cash Bonspiel. 
And he should like because 
he's won it four times in the past 
five years; including the last 
three years in a row. 
This time the November 4 
event at the Terrace Curling 
Club coughed up $1,600 for  
BHse and crew. He has won as 
much as $2,000 in past winning 
efforts. 
"Over the years my team has 
won more than $7,OO0 at Ter- 
race cash spiels," Brise told us. 
"You might say I like coming 
here." 
Brise downed Ron Townley of 
Terrace 4-3 in the big money 
final of the men's 16-team side 
of thee draw. Townley picked up 
$1,100 for placing runnerup. 
In the playoff for third and 
fourth money, Prince Rupert's 
Ken Bazansky pocketed $900 for 
beating Bob Baase of  Houston 
7-4. Baase went home with $7OO. 
The other four men's qualify- 
ing rinks skipped by Larry 
Burke, Bob Mintenko, Ken 
Blanes and Ran Mui'phy each 
won $200. 
In the men's consolation 
p layof f ,  Don Palmer of  
Smithers won $400 for beating 
Dave Obre of Houston 10-6. 
Obre got $180. 
On the ladies' side, only five 
teams igned up. So they played 
a" complete round- rob in .  
Rupert's Wendy Atchison came 
out with the best record (three 
wins, one loss) and won $5OO top 
money. 
There wasa three-way tie for 
runnerup (two-win, two-loss rec- 
ords). With time limited, it was 
decided that Carol McGregor of 
Smithers, Kim McDougall o f  
Terrace and Rusty Blanes would 
split second and third money of 
$300 and $200 respectively. So, 
each won about $167. Janice 
Himech of Smithers was blanked 
on a one-and-three mark. Full 
results in our scoreboard. 
Smithers' Rob: Brlse did Itagain Nov. 4 weekend when he and his rink won the Terrace 
men's cash bonsplel for the third year in a row. Brise has now won this spiel four times in 
the last five years. 
First meet of season in Prince ! i Rupert for Btueback swimmers 
The Terrace Blu~ack Smm- two fa~t place finishes and lies~ in front of the swimmers 
• Club had their first meet of t l~  finished second five times, befbre' their next. meet and 
. year recently after a Jat¢ star~ Teammat~ and~ friend '~ Denise. 'before larger-meets m the:lower 
getting in the pool. The: meet Vandedee consistently, placed in mainland. The tea~ has really 
was challenging due to the lack the fop four, getting off to a come together in the past year, 
of  training the pool closure great start, sothe challerrg¢ will be easier to 
forced on some swimmers, but The coaches were very satis- meet. , One big reason people avoid going to the dentist is became of the mit. "'" , 
everyone seemed t~ have no fled with the swimmers per- 
formam:es and the athletes were 
surprised themselves with their 
solid efforts. A lot of hard work 
problems getting back into the 
swing of things. - 
The meet was " fun"  often- 
tated with short sprints on 
•Saturday and relays on Sunday. 
Some swimmers put in lifetime 
best performances, setting a 
high standard for themselves 
early in the year. 
The Blueback squad was a 
small one but-put in top per- 
formances~ Tina Holland won 
five of the sevent events and had 
an outstanding 50m breast- 
stroke. She was the top 10 and 
under girl at the meet. Garth. 
Coxford (who is eight, swim- 
ming in the 10-year-aid boys' 
category) was still t~lented 
enough to earn two silvers in 
50m free and 50m fly. Vince 
Gair and Daniel MacCorrnac 
placed fifth and sixth in 50m fly. 
Our l I and 12-year-old swim- 
mers were fantastic. The girls 
were victorious often. Aimee 
Peacock earned five golds and 
three silvers while teammate 
Jocelyn Coxford picked up a 
gold in 100m fly, another silver 
and a bronze. Joelle Walker's 
back was speedy, placing fourth 
in the 50m event. Diandra 
Daniels had a great 100m fly 
placing her sixth overall. 
Cory Holland, normally in 11 
and 12, had to move up an age 
group to 13 and 14 boys to find 
enough competition. With the 
age :disadvantage, ~ he still won 
five golds and three silvers. His 
cohort, Dave Vanderlee, placed 
sixth in his 100m free event with 
a time of 1:30:7. 
• The older girls 'did well. Kelly 
Pearce (13 and 14 girls) swam to 
The Blueback's next meet is 
on Nov. I0, I I and 12 in 
Kitimat. 
Coming events in 
regional sports 
Tickets are now on sale at 
Schooley Sports and Tamitik for 
the Harlem Crowns exhibition 
comedy basketball game at 
MoUnt Elizabeth igh school in 
Kitimat Friday night. Advance 
tickets are' $5. Tickets at the 
door are $6. The Crowns vs 
men's all-stars game is at 7:30, 
~ight after a preliminary contest 
~t 6 o'clock. 
Terrace companies invited to 
take part in the annual Ap- 
preciation Bonspiel at the curl- 
ing club this weekend are asked 
to respond by Thursday at the 
latest. 
.... Zone high school volleyball 
finals are set for this weekend, 
Terrace Caledonia hosts senior 
double 'AA' boys, •while girls 
are slated to play at Kitimat. 
Junior play features Kitimat 
hosting boys and Prince Rupert 
hosting girls. 
In out-of-area sports action: 
Caledonia Kermodes' soccer 
team at B.C. finals in Burnaby 
Thursday to Saturday... zone 
cross-country runners at B.C. 
finals in Victoria on Saturday... 
area bowlers at 10-game TV roll- 
off at Surrey on Saturday... 
Burns Lake is hosting the zone 
oldtimers hockey tournament 
from Friday to Sunday... 
Smithers hosts the ladies' Edel- 
weiss Bonspiel at their curling 
club Friday to Sunday.. .  
Hazelton hosts a mixed curling 
spiel from Friday to Sunday. 
Kermode girls second 
Caledonia Kermode girls used 
November 4 as 'tuneup day' for 
upcoming Northwest zone 
senior ' girls' double 'AA'  
volleyball championships when 
they took in a six-team tourna- 
ment at Fort Fraser. 
Kermodes wound up second, 
losing out 15-12, 4-15, i5-13 to 
Nechako Valley of Vanderhoof 
in the fnals. 
• They started by winning their 
three-team, round-robin pool on 
a 2-0 win over Quesnel and a 2-1 
win over Fraser Lake. 
In the semi-final at this Fort 
Fraser event, they beat Kelly 
Road of Prince George 15-4, 
15-2. 
Two Kermodes - -  Krista 
Soules and Wendy Biffle -- were 
named to the tourney's all-star 
team, i ~: . . . . . .  
Although ifs understandable, it's w.ally false economy: like uvin 8 money by 
not changing the oil in your'car. Today, the mint pracdeal end eoonmaied 
approach todentistry is preventive. With regular checkups, ¢lesning, fluoride 
applications and oral hygiene inmuction, problen~ can be avoided ~treated 
at a yew early stage. The costs involved with these procedures are very low in 
relation to the price of neglect. 
This can be illustrated by oomidering an individual tooth in various degrees 
of breakdown a d the resulting costs of treatment. Fees quoted here are only 
approximate nd will vary with the difficulty of procedure, the time required, 
material costs and laboratory charges. 
The lower first adult molar erupts at about six years of age. Because it has deep 
grooves on the surface and comes in at such an early age, it is highly susceptible 
to decay. But this can be preveated with daily brushing and flossing, fluoride 
applications and a sealant. Sealants are clear, hard plastic oatings which, when 
painted onto teeth when they first erupt, are effective inpreventing decay. Cost 
= $15 per tooth. 
If the tooth isn't sealed and plaque can't be controlled, the biting surface will 
develop a cavity. At this stage amall filling is necossary. Cost = $42. 
Most decay in adults occurs between the teeth, and can only be prevented by
regular cleaning with floss. Treating this type of cavity is more difficult and 
requires more time and, of murse, ahigher fee. Cost = $$6. 
If greater b eakdown eeenn, a full crown may be required to preventbreakage 
of the fragile tooth. Gold alloys are used most often due to their excellent 
strength, durability, finishing ¢haracteristios and resistance to e~ro~on. Cost 
ffi $470. 
At another stage of deterioration the pulp of the tooth may become infected. 
Pus forms in the pulp chamber and will cause acute pain when the infection 
spreads to the bone around the roots of the tooth. The tooth cen be saved with 
root canal therapy, whereby infected ebris is removed from the root canals 
which are then f'dIed with special materiels. The lower molar generally hu three 
cf four canals, and the involved llocedure usually requires multiple eppoinlmants. 
Cost ffi $377. 
Teeth that have undergone root canal treatments are usually badly broken 
down and quite weak due to the large amount of destroyed tooth material. The 
dentist may recommend a reinforcing post in the tooth root, plus a full crown. 
Cost : ~$0. 
Removal of the moth is required if it cannot be saved. Leaving the space vacant 
can cause further problems; treatment usually advised to replace o~e tOoth is a 
fixed bridge supported bycrowns on the two adjacent teeth. Cost = $1400 to 
$1800. 
Looking over these figures, you can see that it's possible to spend agreat deM 
of money repairing or replacing even one tooth. Taking apositive approach Io 
preventing dental problems with regular professional recalls and excellent 
home care can help avoid these problems. Remember, there are 31 other 
pennment teeth besides this f'mt molarl 
This adumnl writtm ~y B,C. de~ilt Dr. William McNie~, is reprinte.d ¢ourteay ~Today'a 
He~It& Informatlom wMdn is not intended to diaano~ er plan treaUnent; r~.aden #hould 
consult tl~ir dtntis¢ for iKlividual dmtal eara, Rmcbr~ ° qwatlona arc wdcome. Plmu 
wvita: ~Vord of Mmak," Cdlqa of Dental Swgeom~ ef B.C., 1125 Wut ~k AwnW, 
Vgmeem~r, B.C., ~ JH4. 
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} Terrace flavor in Alberta collegle 
: Reprinted withpermission 
from the Grande Praide, 
Alta. Herald Tdbune 
one of them wants to change 
the  name of the teame to rthe 
Grande Prairie British Columbia 
Wolves. 
Five of them live in Ruther- 
ford House and the other down 
the street. 
They all came from the same 
high •school in the same B.C. 
toWn. 
When Leigh Goldie and Co. 
at the Grande Prairie Regional 
College athletics department 
realized they'd have to rebuild 
the men's volleyball team from 
the floor up, the Wolves' re- 
cruiting machine rolled down 
the highway. 
One stop proved particularly 
Wolves, Terrace, acity of about 
20,000 in northern B.C., lost six 
While the Swan City gained five 
volleyball players and a team 
manager. 
First-year l~layers Garret 
Hidber, Grant Lavadrey, twins 
Mark and Bruce Kneid, Ben 
Foote and nianager Cheryl 
Blanes -- "all ~xcellent friends 
except for Cheryl," claims 
Bruce, the youngest of the Kneid 
brothers - -  make up a big part 
of Gordon Montfoi'd's all- 
rookie Wolves volleyball team. 
Call it the Terrace Connec- 
tion. 
Not the first high school ath- 
letes from that particular B.C. 
town to come to the GPRC after 
high school, - -  badminton 
player Surinder Dhaliwal and 
here last ,year --  Montford's 
recruits all came out of Cale- 
donia Secondary High School in 
Terrace. .., 
Hidber, who playsthe middle, 
.- F0ote, a setter, and power-hitter 
Bruce Kneid all played on a team 
from Terrace that finished sec- 
ond in the B.C. provincials ast 
year. 
Lavadrey and Mark Kneid 
played on that Same team the 
year before. 
And, contrary to what Bruce 
Kneid would try to have you 
believe, all of the players:were 
and still are "excellent friends" 
with manager Blanes. 
Get used to them. The six will 
have a-lot to do with the men's 
volleyball team's performance in 
the Alberta Colleges Athletic 
Part of the 
lure the player ........... 
Their tuition will be paid for alld 
further scholarships and bur- 
saries are available to them. 
Blanes, who was going to play 
women's volleyball until ten- 
donitis inher arm forcedher off 
the floor, receives $480 for her 
duties as manager.of the team. 
"If I didn't make the team 
(resulting in a loss of funding) I 
would have gone right home," 
says Hidber. 
"I think it's good that we're 
sticking together," says Mark 
Kneid. "Our parents thought it 
was great," adds Blanes. 
"They think we'll allhelp take 
care of each other." 
And they do. Good friends in 
Terrace, the six continue their 
line has been. so beneficial/It's 
here, Vancouver, where it's too  
expensive, or some smaller B.C. 
interior college, where the teams 
are like high school for these 
guys. 
~"They. have like recJeague 
teams," says Lavadrey about 
other possible choices such as 
Prince George's New Caledonia. 
"I guess it'sthe quality of the 
volleyball program and the 
academics," college athletic 
director Goldie says. "Every- 
thing adds up to us being a very 
attractive proposition." 
When it comes to volleyball, 
these guys are pretty cocky. 
They haven't had as much as a 
look-see at any of their competi- 
fruitful on the trip. women's volleyballers Lisa Conference fray over the next 
Thanks to the call of the Dams and Monica Rauter were couple of years. _ 
r 
M oen ready to wait two 
years for next go at 
Gary Moen expected to place 
in the top half of the 1,255 com- 
petitors at the Hawaiian 'Iron- 
man' Triathlon od Oct. 14, but 
he was actually on the borderline 
of placing in the top third of the 
if the chance comes up. 
"At first I thought 'no, never 
again'. But after thinking it over 
and realizing it was such a great 
feeling afterwards, it's tempting 
to goat it again.. IYve had many 
Ironman 
"They used to have a cutoff 
time of 17 hours for the race, 
but that no longer applies." 
He told us that the top 100 are 
invited back in 1990. He'd have 
to earn a place at a similar event 
lives together here in GP. 
"It's good here," says Mark 
Kneid. "I like the nightlife." 
But volleyball and partying 
aren't the only ihing on the 
minds of the six. They're here 
for an education as well, and 
they all agree the college is giv- 
ing them an excellent chance to 
acquire one. 
"It's a lot better than goingto 
a university," says Foote. "It's 
a smaller scale and more 
teachers to help." 
tion inthe ACAC --  they get 
their first this weekend at the 
league pre-season tournament a
Grant MacEwan --  yet they feel 
pretty positive about their 
chances. 
',We figure we'll be pretty 
competitive ven though we're 
all rookies," says Mark Kneid. 
"For a team of rookies we're 
• •pretty experienced." 
Life couldn't be too much bet- 
ter for the Terrace Connection 
right about now. They're 
together and they're on their 
gruelling three-sport event. 
Moen finished in 420th place, 
and he"! t01d us that was fine 
far ashe was concerned. His 
time was 'approximately 10 
:hours and 25 minutes. The win- 
ning time was eight hours, nine 
minutes. 
" I  did the swim (approximate- 
fly two .miles) in one hour and 
two minutes," he told us by 
phone upon arriving home on 
Oct. 23. "The bike ride, which 
Was more than 100 miles, took 
me five hours and 40 minutes. 
"It took: me three hours and 
54 minutes, to complete the 
marathon run, and that was the 
toughest portion for me because 
it seemed so long and boring." 
He told us the weather didn't 
help his effort. It was very hot 
and muggy, ,thus draining the 
strength even more than normal. 
Accidents eemed to be a normal 
occurence. 
"Someone got hit by a van 
~hile biking through town, and 
~another guy had a mongoose 
tangle with his front wheel. 
Those were about the most 
serious mishaps." 
The race went pretty well as he 
expected. "There were a few 
surprises with the winds. We got 
some tail winds where head 
windswere expected and vice 
versa. And the heat increased 
even into late afternoon." 
Just competing in the race 
made you a winner. 
"Each finishing competitor 
got a special T.shirt and a 
medal. We also got a souvenir 
package containing items such 
• as running shorts and singlets, 
:hats :and posters, stuff like 
that.": 
We asked Gary if he felt he 
was in top condition for the 
event. 
" i  was in mybest  shape .ever ,  
.but I learned'l, need more ex- 
: ~ence"  to, hdPme ~t l t rough 
.,.,,such a'-: lengthy =0- u rse  "wi th  less 
,-,:~: H~:feels he would do ' / t :~n " 
thoughts on how I should have through qualifying. Blanes, Mark 'Kneid and  ow~doing what theylike to do. 
done'things different, 'and feel He said he wouldn't go back Lavadrey all are studying "I feel sorry for a lot of my 
that putting them into perspec- next year simply because the physical education while Fqote's friends who went somewhere 
'tive could help me much closer- race is somet~ng you have, to taking commerce, Brucel Kneid e~e after.', high school," says 
to the top . " .  - plan yo~ comple~ year around. 
In the past they had a cutoff i In two years' tinge he'll fikely try 
number for invitations ,to return • again. ":"L - 
• "'It was a fantastic, emo- next year. However, Gary says'  . ,  . 
they now use a lottery system tiona!, tw0-week:trip with lots of 
whereby ou go through races highs and lows." 
elsewhere to qualify w i th  The race took place on: the 
specified times, main island Of Hawaii. 
'Appreciation' spiel 
The annual Terrace Curl- 
ing Club's "Appreciation" 
Bonspiel is coming up on the 
18th and 19th. It's an event 
whereby supporters -- or 
companies and businesses - -  
who sponsor events and 
prizes throughout the curling 
season are invited to take 
part in a 'free' spiel. It's 
strictly for fun, and you curl 
only:four ends per game. En- 
tries are limited to one or two 
teams per company. If 
there's an overabundance in 
entries, limits on entries may 
have to be imposed. It starts 
at 7 p.m. on the 18th, con- 
tinuing through to Sunday. 
Included is a dance Saturday 
night at 9, complete with 
snacks. Phone the rink 
manager at 635-5583 for en- 
try information. 
Mini-volleyball 
Terrace elementary schools 
have turned the month of 
November into volleyball 
month. They have afterschool 
rep teams involved in an inter- 
school schedule featuring nine 
girls' and 10 boys' squads of 
Grades 6 and 7 players. Most 
games are running Mondays to 
Thursdays, with each team play- 
ing up to five sets against dif- 
ferent opponents. The league 
will wind up with boys conduct- 
ing a tourney Dec. 1 and 2 at 
Thornhill junior high school. 
The girls tourney goes Dec. 2 at 
Skeena junior highschool. 
Srnithers tops cross-country 
As expected, Smithers domi- 
nated the Northwest zone high 
school cross-country races held 
Nov. 4 at Smithers. They won 
each division, but Terrace com- 
in senior girls. Chad Edmonds 
was third-place finisher in senior 
boys. A muscle strain prevented 
favored David Shepherd from 
making the top three. He wound 
petiton came id with good el- 
-forts for medal-winning places. 
Megan Reid-came up with sec- 
0r/dplace ~in juniOrgirh, while- 
Katherine R0bs0it:~rabbed third 
is in science and Hidber i in ',~lanes. " ' • s l.~js like we never had 
bUsiness." ' : . . . .  -,. to  saygoodbye." :: ~ 
GOALIE SCORES 
The first professional goalie to shoot and 
score a true goal was wearing Bob Adams 
designed and built goalie equipment. Since 
then, Bob has outfitted European Pros, Major 
Junior Goalies nation-wide, Several B.C.J.H.L. 
goalies, and several Minor Hockey rep 
goalies. Now the blitz is on. You may now 
order direct from Bob's Plant in New 
Westminister, B.C. Ultra-Lite Leg Pads, Pro 
Trappers and Great Iooking,'Jr. equipment, 
also in Ultra-Lite just like most of the pro's 
these days. Call us toll free now and get your 
equipment for your goalie in time for 
Christmas. To order just state age, height, 
weight and what big leauge city colors you 
want home or away. We deliver to you exactly 
what the pro's get. Custom built for you and 
the prices are to clear. The phone call to order 
is free and yes we do handle Visa and Master- 
card orders. , , 
/ 
To order call 1.800.663.2628" -
or 542-GOAL thats 542.4825 
Bob Adams GoalleShop 
89. Sixth Street, 
New Westminister, B.C. 
6 blocks south from Queens ParkArena 
Important:Clip This Out For Your Goalie. 
Good Goalie Service Used To Be up fourth, Out of three boys' / 
teams, the Caledonia squad took ~ Non-Existent In B.C. 
second place. Next on the agen- ' L "  " • 
dais B.C. finals at Victoria on The Eagle has Landed 
• the. igth,... • 
, ' . . ' ,  
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The Kitlmat-Stiklne Regional District-Kitamaat Village joint MK Bay Marina project re- 
ceived a $707,670 GO B.C. boost last week. Receiving the award from MLA Dave Parker 
were regional district board chairman Jack Talstra and Kitimat director John LeSage. 
North pushes ahead 
for university 
There hasn't been much talk 
about the Northern University 
concept in recent months. Ex- 
Minister of Advanced Educa- 
tion, Vancouver IslandMLA 
Stan Hagen, seemed to forget 
about the idea once he ap- 
pointed the Implement~/tion 
Planning Group. The~r~cent 
cabinet shuffle, though, :may • 
hold~ a spark of life for the ~:6n- 
cePt in Victoria. Bru~ Strach~'~, 
the MLA for Prince;Georgi: 
South, is now the Minister o f  
Advanced Education and this 
change seems to have been met 
with everyone's approval. 
by Tod Stracll~u 
The idea never 'died •in the 
north. The Implementation 
Planning Group has been effi- 
ciently grinding away at one 
issue after the other and the 
three northern colleges have 
been working on forming a 
unified front of their own. 
Strachan met with both these 
groups in Prince George last 
Saturday and it now appears 
everyone is back on the same 
track. 
Ran East represents the In- 
terior University Society and he 
says that during the meeting be- 
tween the newlyappointed 
minister and IPG, Strachan con- 
firmed he was ver~, much in 
that a centralized concept won't 
work. This, he says, brings them 
'back to the original Dalhoff 
model. "It's looking good right 
now," says East. "Everything's 
happening right. Politically any- 
ways." 
• As far as the northern colleges 
are concerned, Northwest Com- 
munit~ College president Doh 
f - .. q. , - 
Anderson reported from Pnnce 
George'~esterday that NWCC 
and the College of New CalG 
donia are together while North- 
ern Lights College will be stating 
their, position by the middle of 
this month. Following this, an- 
other ~ tri-college meeting has 
'~: been~-~scheduled for mid- 
January. 
Anderson says there are still 
some details to work out but 
their meeting with Strachan 
went "very well". According to 
Anderson: "He's totally com- 
mitted to a free standing univer- 
sity with supportive networking 
(regional campuses)." 
Their meeting did run into a 
few problems, though. One of 
the key issues, •according to 
Anderson, is acontinuing voice 
• for the colleges with a northern 
university in place. "Gover- 
nance with a voice for the col- 
leges,"  is how Anderson des- 
~ scribes it. But the problems have 
Workable solutions, he says, and 
favor of an independent univer- ~suggests that a possible format 
sity in the north. This may not might be i~or the colleges to con- 
be a great revelation but as East, tinue with their first and second 
says, the very fact that Vander ,year university transfer program 
Zalm appointed a northern :while the~university 'addresses 
MLA to advanced education in- ' :northern •needs in education, 
dicates adegree of support. "He: ".social services, commerce and 
industry. could, have appointed someone - 
else," says East. And Strachan 
made his position very clear: 
"We're tired of branch plants in 
the north," he said, according to 
East. • 
The IPG report o Victoria is 
expected to be submitted before 
Dec. 20, and although there are 
still a few details to work out 
East reports that the chance of a 
recommendation for an autono- 
mous "University of the North" 
is looking good. After struggling 
with the economic and political 
balance of regional campuses as 
opposed to a single Prince 
George campus, East says the 
IP.G has cometo the ¢0nclusion 
At this point, though, an in- 
dependent orthern university is 
still only a concept and there are 
still hurdles to be crossed. What 
is certain, however, is the timing 
of events to come. The IPG 
report will be submitted to Vic- 
toria by Dec. 20, northern col 
leges will make a submission of 
their own about a month later, 
Victoria will have to react to 
both these submissions, and 
then, a few monti~ later, we will 
likely be looking at a provincial 
election, As Ran East says: 
"Everything is happening right 
poht]caily. 
epap wins major  
usiness award . . . .  
i . Repap Enterprises, the Mon- 
treal-based parent company of 
Skeena Cellulose, received the 
prestigious gold medal for entre- 
preneurship ~t the annual 
Canada Awarc]s for Business 
Excellence dinner in d~tawa 
Nov. 7. : ....... 
The award was presented by 
the federal government's depart- 
ment of Industry, Science and 
Technology. Repap got it for 
"becoming Canada's largest in- 
tegrated world scale producer of 
high quality coated paper 
products". 
The company began in 1974 
with the acquisition of a ground- 
wood pulp mill and related 
woodlands in Newcastle, New 
• / 
Brunswick. Repap currently 
holds $2.7 billion in assets and is 
projecting ross revenues of $1,4 
billion for 1989. Its most recent 
acquisition was the massive 
Manfor pulp and forest complex 
in Manitoba. The company re- 
ceived all environmental ap- 
provals recently for an expan- 
sion of the bleached kraft plant. 
• ~ ; : ;• : ; -~/ ' : ;•  : : . i ••  :• • "•  •~i !;¸• ! :  : :  ~/:•••i: :' ¸ ~ 
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Skeena Cellulose holdings in 
the Northwest are the Starship 
sawmill in Terrace, the Watson 
Island pulp mill near Prince 
Rupert, the Greet sawmill in 
Smithers, and woodland tenures 
that include Tree Farm License 
#1 and a set of-volume-based 
Forest Licenses. 
i 
BASIC  FITNESS INSTRUCTORS'  
TRAIN ING COURSE - -  PART I 
If you are interested in becoming a fitness instructor, this is for 
• youl This 2 part course will give you an understanding of the basics 
that are required to teach a fitness class and will emphasize the • 
practical applications of exercise theories and will include: 
• basic anatomy and physiology 
• exercise techniques 
• class organization and presenta 
• leadership skills 
• practical teaching experience 
• use of music and taping 
• safety precautions 
• nutrition 
• principles of warm-ups • • •;• :i • ~:,~ii~i!i ;¸¸ ¸¸~!:i:;~iii~•!~:~! i~i;•~i •J ;  
• principles of cardio, strength and stretch and more 
PART I will be offered this fall and PART II will be •offered on a 
weekend in late January or early February. Participants mayalso 
choose to take Part II in April. ; 
The CourseConductor, Sue Springer, has been teaching • fitness 
classes since 1970 and is presently a B.C.R.P.A. Level III Registered 
Trainer of Fitness Instructors. She has a B.A. in Physical Education 
and has taught Yoga and dance ~. At present, she is a teacher at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School. 
Sue Springer 
Saturday & Sunday, 9 a.m. - 5 p,m. 
November 25 & 26 ~ I 
To Be Announced 
$90.00 (includes manual) 
Friday, November 17 
INSTRUCTOR: 
DAY & TIME: 
DATE: 
LOCATION: 
FEE: 
REGISTRATION 
DEADLINE: 
REGISTRATION IS ONGOING AT THE 
TERRACE PARKS-AND RECREATION OFFICE 
I I 
~ ,°  
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I 
• IN THE TERRACE ARENA'  
For further information call 638-117 '4  
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Goals and strategyto market tourism exa:mined 
According to Ministry of 
Tourism statistics, tourism "is 
B.C.'s second largest industry 
and number one employer. It is 
a multi-billion dollar a year sec- 
tor of the economy. Tourism 
provides a vital source of 
revenue, jobs and future 
economic growth. Within the 
next four months, we willhave 
statistics to verify the impact .of 
tourism on the City of Terrace. 
by Betty Barton 
A Community Tourism Ac; 
tion workshop (sponsored by the 
City of Terrace and the Ministry 
of Tourism) was held Nov. 1st 
and 2nd at the Inn of the West. 
Tourism impact was just one of 
many issues discussed. The 
City's tourism and economic 
development officer, Peter 
Monteith, felt it necessary to get 
the input and cooperation of 
local businesses and residents in 
order-to better focus on tourism 
as part of Terrace's future 
economic and development 
strategy. He says " local  
residents appear unsure about 
the benefits of tourism". 
With this task in mind, Mon- 
teith contacted the Ministry of 
Tourism to arrange this Com- 
munity Tourism Action work- 
shop. Workshop facilitators 
were Jim Mahjer and Wanda 
Hook, managers from the 
Ministry of Tourism's Tourism 
Action program. Terrace is the 
23rd community in B.C. to host 
this workshop. The group con- 
sisted of 20 people from the City 
of Terrace, Chamber of Com- 
merce, Inn of the West, First 
Choice Travel, Kitsumkalum 
Band Council, Northern Lights 
Studio, Terrace-Kitimat Air- 
port, Mt. Layton Hot Springs, 
Shames Mountain Ski Corp., 
3-in-I Foods, A & W Restau- 
rant, Skeena Holidays, Terrace 
Parks and Recreation and the 
Kit imat-St ik ine Regional 
District. 
The group identified Terrace's 
three principal tourism market 
areas. Surprisingly, regional one 
or two-day shoppers ranked 
first, business travellers econd 
and rubber-tire (vehicular) traf- 
fic a close third. Also identified 
were Terrace's tourism assets, 
including attractions, existing 
infrastructure and performance 
in the areas of hospitality service 
and promotion. The next step 
was to identify and priorize con- 
cerns. 
Then goals were listed and 
plans of action organized. Mem- 
bers of the group present at  the 
workshop volunteered to ensure 
that the plans are actually im- 
plemented. The six goals that 
were priorized and dealt with in 
the time available were: 
1) To develop a focal point for  
local tourism -- in other words, : 
to establish a marketable theme 
with which all the attractions, 
services, festivals and events of 
Terrace could be integrated to 
encourage tourists and regional 
shoppers to come to and spend 
more time in Terrace. 
2) To prepare and implement 
a coordinated marketing plan so 
that efforts of individual 
operators aren't duplicated. 
3) To educate the community 
on the benefits of tourism -- 
with statisticS, newspaper 
editorials, personal interviews, 
and other means of getting in- 
formation out on improvements 
to provide "better service for the 
tourist or out-of-town shopper. 
Everyone in the community will 
ultimately benefit from a wider 
and improved range of goods 
and services. 
4) To improve the standard of 
service in the hospitality ~and 
service sectors. 
5) To support the Ter- 
race/Kitimat Airport upgrading, 
to facilitate local customs er- 
vices and to, support bi-laterai 
agreement with Air Alaska to in- 
crease access of S.E. Alaskan 
residents to Terrace and area. 
6) To support and assist the 
development of the Shames 
Mountain Ski area development 
as a con~pletelynewtourismin- 
dustry in the Terrace area. 
-. NOTICEOF RATE INCREASE 
Chimo Delivery, due to increased costs, must 
now announce rate-increases as follows: From 
$3.00 basic in town proper to $4.00; Bench area 
past Halliwell $5.00; Thornhill area from $5.00 to 
$6.00; and from $6.00 to $7.00 to outlying areas. 
Basically we have found it necessary to add $1.00 to 
all trips. 
This is our first increase in six years. We have 
tried to hold the line for our valued customers but 
I.C.B.C. has finally made this necessary. 
Ada Solowoniuk 
D.B.A. Chimo Delivery 
" ~ " " . ' ,  " : * "  : i : . . . .  
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Ter race  North=u., A= d==y of b . t  f=r 
Tree Trzmm,ng Performing A ts New and Used  
Will cut down any  tree l ~ ' Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R6 "SAFELY"  ' 306 - 4722 Lakelse Avenue, 
zl.O00.O00 liability for YOUR protect ion'~ I HMITED OPENINGS FOR Ha flu Da- -  
635-7400 .L  " " Ballet, as- ~-z=: " ,,,,.~ .._..~'.~. 
Instrumental, ages 10 & older q, gv,=) ~Pz  ~em 
I - ' - - "  ES Terroce, B.C: ~ 4711.A Kelth Ave.. 
CHANG ,. Wolfe Tanning System Auto Glass Specialists 
~'  Phone for o,, Ol,,,oi,,Ime.l ICBC c la ims  hand led  promptly 
TOTAL H A!R CARE 635-9666 ~38"1  ~ 
I i i  
/ 
PRO-TECH TOTAL / /7 / -2  Tea,C, eee.CUT 
ELECTRONIC i r~ l~ lW=i  / _ . _ / f / / /  BUSINESS SERVICES =~ ~._.~f Hemlock & Cedor Fencing 
..... *TYP ING ~ ' - ~  Buy Direct From Mill : :  
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC ~VOICE PAGERS,PHOTOCOPYING FOR SALE 20 sheets of smoked WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE--T.V. RENTALS *24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE glass 6'-8" x 32" good for a 
' Repairs On AII Home Entertainment 1635:51  34  I J 638"8195 i~  Greenhouse  
Appliances 4st9 LAKELSE. TERRACE 
AlSO Commercial  Industrial ~ , ~ 2903 Braun Street, 635=$9111 
Electronic Equipment I~  #1-3238 Kolum St., Terrace, B.C., VSG 2N4 TERRACE, B.C. 
SATELLITE T.V. 
I 
: HI-QUALITY BELTING'& / I ..~w~r_ [ ~ ~ : :  ~~- '~-~- -  
CONTRACTING SERVICES I I West  Coast  I   Sl  tJllUJm   
Inflatable Boat Repairs I l ~ ~  
Durable-- Hlgh Quallty I I LandScBplng ~ i m¢cmsm . mm.0UTa0Am - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _  / I .W.LT0. ,  OUT. , . . , . . . .  ,m 
, :  Vulcanizing Repairs I I I .0mmHtutwuol. I YAMAHA S & 4 WHEELERS 
: i We specialize in conveyor belt I I DESIGN --INSTALLATION . . . .  I YAMAHA POWER PS0OUCTS 
instollotiOns,'splicing, and repairs I I MAINTENANCE Jan ulaKe ~OMMEROIAL, -- RESIDENTIAL 635"  2572 I SHINDARVA CHAIN SAWS I eL No. TMO & POWER PRODUCTS . vulcanizing and pulley lagging I I I [ ,~  ~ ' - - '~ '~ '~ .^. . . . . .  _ I LAWN REJUVENATION so23 ~ Ores 
384~30 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-066~ i 6  * PRUNING • SPRING CLEANUP ~,~,c  (. . ' ~ 4 o  ~rmg ~ve,, lerrac e =  4946 G ei  A ,, T e 
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Just a hint of things to come -- Mrs. Claus was captured on 
film recently putting the finishing touches to a Christmas 
tree at "The Christmas Store" in the Skeena Mall. 
L ' i  : , " 
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R & R CONTRACTING 
Free Estimates/ Phone 638-0206 
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pulls plug on Hydro 
• Asevere storm carrying winds and upgrading on the Kincolith generators are still there, but 
~::: ~ :~ up  to  120 kilometers per hour line this summer, but added, Staveley says they are in need of 
knocked out electricity in ;parts extensive repair. 
of Terrace and other com- 
munities as far east as Burns 
FRAMING 
Lake Nov. 7. B.C. Hydro area 
manager Roy Staveley said two 
days later that the damage 
around Terrace alone will prob- 
ably amount o between $10,000 
and $15,000. 
The outages began about l l  
p.m., but power was restored to 
most areas before morning. One 
exceptionwas New Remo, which 
remained without electricity un- 
til midafternoon Nov. 8. The 
Nass Valley was particularly 
hard-hit with high winds, and 
several days after the storm the 
power was still out in Kincolith. 
Staveley said 32 spans and six 
poles were taken out by slides 
and falling trees. Crews were 
brought in from Prince Rupert 
and the Queen Charlotte Islands 
to do repair work in the Nass. It 
was Saturday before the lights 
came back on. 
Staveley said Hydro had done 
$600,000 worth of maintenance 
"There's no way we can build a 
line to withstand those kinds of 
conditions. We're still hopeful 
that the maintenance done will 
prevent he worst features of last 
winter. If not, we have to re- 
think things up there." • 
Before the line went in to Kin- 
colith, the community had diesel 
generators for electricity. The 
The new line to Stewart held 
up well, with an outage of one to 
two hours during the storm. 
Staveley said he believes there is 
a fault somewhere in the system, 
possibly at the Westmin mine 
end of the line. "We had balls of 
fire reported," he said. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Group 
will be holding their 
ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING 
on Thursday, November 30, 1989 
at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace Public Library Meeting Room 
(Basement) 
New board members for 1990 will be elected. 
Everyone Welcome. 
Phone 635-4631 for further information 
ROOFING 
CEDAR SIDING 
DRYWALL 
PAINTING 
No job too small! 
RON or AL 
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Guide 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
, . .  i f  not . . ,  tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
, , . :  : : Z : ,  , : .  
& gre  ia t 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone: 604.635.2444 
serving Northwestern B.C. 
mmm 
Northern Carpet 
& Upholstery Cleaning 
$39.95--F.. Price 
Two Rooms and Hallway~--~--~ -~ 
No Residue 
Hypo.Allergenic ~¢::~::Y~ 
Ask for References ~ "  
and "Expect the Best" " I 
635-3944 
Jon's Photo G 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits % 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P9 
raphics 
Custom Framing 
Mat  Cutt ing 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635,5288 
Res. 635-5544 
I I I I I  I I " I I  I I I1 [ I  [I I ] 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
-Complete personalized service 
• Prices ore VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4630 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 ' I e !  , 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 
SKIDO0. 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles, Chllneewe 
bowmoMlee ,  Medne Supplies 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES t LTD. 
: 4441 Lakelso Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 - 
I "2111 I I I  I ] : 
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Fish g.uide 
Iicens,ng 
gets public 
hearing 
Widespread public concern 
over the number of angling 
guides working Northwest rivers 
during the fishing season has 
prompted the Ministry of En- 
vironment o develop a policy 
proposal for restricting commer- 
cial guiding activities. Local 
fishermen and guides will have 
their chance to tell the ministry 
what they think of the policy 
Nov. 22, when a public meeting 
will be held in the Terrace Hotel 
at 7:30 p.m. 
The ministry published an up- 
date on its work regarding the 
policy in August, and copies of 
the proposals to that date are 
The local Scouting movement held a three-day Wood 
Badge I training course for Scout leaders at Northwest 
Community College early this month. Some of the 
course graduates are shown here receiving recognition 
of course completion from an ~ instructoriThe I course 
teaches, among other thingsi theaims and p rin~ip,les ~of , 
scouting and the spiritual aspect ofthemovement... ' 
• - : J - 
available from their regional of- 
fice in Smithers. At that point 
they had developed general con- 
cepts based on restricted guiding 
in some areas while maintaining 
access to quality fishing for resi- 
dent fishermen. There were also 
specific definitions of what 
kinds of operations require 
licensing and what fees would be 
applied. 
Th~  policy as it stands would 
set ~ngling quotas on restricted 
rivers based on "rod-days" of 
guiding. The quota would be at- 
tached to the guiding license and 
would be transferrable for a fee. 
Established guiding operations 
would be subject o a "grand- 
fathering" arrangement in 
which the guiding activity Over a 
period of years up to the 1988-89 
guiding season would become 
the basis for quota distribution. 
This policy would tend tO favor 
established operations over new 
ones. 
The ministry says it is still 
considering ~vays to prevent 
speculation on quotas in  the 
transfer of licenses. 
Big Brothers 
and Sisters 
sought 
Contributed by 
Shadene Butler 
Big Brothers and Sisters of 
Terrace is a non-profit organiza- 
tion dedicated to helping in the 
development of children grow- 
ing up in single-parent families. 
The primary objective of Big 
Brothers and Sisters is to pro- 
vide a one-on-one friendship be- 
tween a child and an adult of 
sound reputable character. 
The volunteer spends time 
with a child on a regular on- 
going basis. Through one-adult- 
one,child relationships, our 
agency seeksnot only to prevent 
and correct problems which chil- 
dren may experience, but also to 
promote healthy growth and 
development. Anyone interested 
ili becoming a member of the 
organization is asked to attend 
the first annual general meeting 
at  the Terrace Public Library 
NoV' 21in the Art Gallery room 
7 p,m,, or call Teresa Brinkac 
~tt 63~181. 
Coming Events 
Information concemlng the Twin River Estates project 
is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society office, corner of Apsley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each Wednesday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Friday, ~ November 17 - -  Celebrate Children's Book 
Week '89 at the Terrace Public Library. Meet Valerle 
Wyatt, author of some Amazing books, at 7 p.m., in- 
cluding "Inventions: An Amazing Investigation" and 
"Pets: An Amazing Investigation". Her Amazing presen- 
tation Is suitable for children aged eight to 12 and 
delicious book week cupcakes will be served. Admis- 
sion Is free. Forrnore Information, please call the library 
at 63.8-8177. 
November 17 end 18 .-  DINNER THEATREil! at 7 p.m, 
at Northwest Community College dining room. Spon- 
sored by NWCC Students' Association. Tickets Include 
wonderful meal and superb theatre (The Art of War) 
.viewing and are available at the Student Body Racquet 
Centre and Sight& Sound. For further Information, call 
Kim at 63,5~6511. 
November 17, 18, 24 and 25 -- Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary will be selling tickets for a Christmas draw. 
First prize is a food basket, second prize a craft basket, 
3rd prize a hand knit babycrib cover. Tickets are on sale 
Nov. 17 from 12 noon to 3 p.m. and Nov. 18 from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. at the Co-op; Nov. 24 and 25 from 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. at the Skeena Mall.The draw will be held on Dec. 16 
at 3.p.m. at the Hospital Gift Shop. 
Saturday, November 18 - -  Totem Saddle Club Annual 
Awards BanqUet and Dance. Starts at 7 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall 2822 Tetrault Street. Dinner, awards, and dancing 
to Double Time. For more Information phone: Judy 
Eisner 635-5539 or Ethel Jackson 635-5046. 
Saturday, November 18 ..- Terrace Community Band will 
be holding a concert at 7:30 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Special guest will be pianist Audrey Faber. 
Tickets are available at Sight & Sound or from any band 
member. 
Saturday, November 18 -- Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pen- 
signers' Organization annual tea and bazaar at 1:30 p.m. 
at the Happy Gang Centre. Home cooking, novelties, 
sewing, knitting, attic, treasures, and much more! 
Saturday, November 18 - -  Home Based Business Fair 
and Sale at the Arena banquet room from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. No admission charge. Everyone welcome. Phone 
Elreen at 635-9415 for Information. 
Saturday, November 18 - -  Workshop "Where Do We Go 
From Here?" at the Skeena Health Unit from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Co-sponsored by the Terrace & District 
Multlcultural Assoc. and the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. In response to a recent needs analysis 
of new Canadians regarding English as a second 
language and health care, Pre.registratlon is suggested. 
Contact Lyn Okano at 635-6526, 
Monday, November 20 - -  A dinner meeting of the Miils 
Memorial Hospital Auxiliary will be held at the Inn of the 
West at 7 p.m. New members are welcome. 
Tuesday, November 21 - -  Ksan House Society wlil be 
holding their Annual General Meeting at 7 p.m. In the 
Library basement. All Interested people are urged to at, 
tend. New members are welcome. 
g 
Wednesday, November 22 -- The Terrace Adoptive Sup- 
port Group will be meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women s Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. New 
resource material is available. Everyone welcome. For 
more Information, call Lorl at 635-9533. 
Saturday, November 25 . -  The Annual Christmas Bake 
Sale and Bazaar of the SkeenaValley (Fall) Fair Associa- 
tion in the concourse of theTerrace co-op. If you still 
have recipes for our 20th Anniversary (in 1990) 
Cookbook please bring them along. 
Saturday, November 25-  The 15th annual BIG BAND 
DANCE wi l l  beheld  'at'Skeena Scnoo|, 7 p.m. for 
cocktails; 8 p.m., hot buffet; 9 p.m., dancing. Tickets are 
available at SIGht and Sound. For table reservations, 
phone 638-8466. 
Sunday, November 26 .-  The Terrace Alliance Church, 
i~.4923 Agar Avenue, will be featuring the Billy Graham 
film "Cry From the Mountain" during the evening ser- 
vice which begins at 6:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome to 
attend. 
Thursday, November 30 - -  The Terrace Anti-Poverty 
Group will be holding their annual general meeting at 
7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public Library meeting room 
(basement). New board members for 1990 will be 
elected. Everyone welcome. Phone 635.4631 for further 
information. 
Nov. 30, Dec. 1, 2, 7, 8 and 9 -- The Terrace Little Theatre 
Is pleased to present a revival of the EnGlish suspense 
thriller "Ladles In Retirement" by Edward Percy and 
ReGinald Denham, directed by Ken Morton. This three- 
act play was originally performed by the Terrace Little 
Theatre in 1957 and will be appreciated by fans of tradi- 
tional British melodrama. The six performances wlllbe 
Inthe McColl Playhouse on Kalum St. at 8 p.m. The first 
performance will be a two-for-one night. 
Saturday, December 2 -... •Terrace Art Association 
presents their annual Christmas Arts and Crafts sale at 
the Terrace Public Art Gallery. Entry forms are now - 
available at the Art Gallery, Terrace Library, Walllnda 
Crafts andNorthern Lights Studio. 
Saturday, DeCember 2 -- The United Church Women will 
be holding their Christmas Tea and Bazaar from 2 to 4 
p.m, at Knox United Church in Terrace. Everyone 
welcome. 
Wednesday, December 6 - -  Terrace Public Library. 
presents "Travel Talk" for armchair travellers, or for 
those who really plan to "get up and go"! Travel con- 
sultant Theresa Brlnkac will show videos and share 
some of her experiences in a series of Informal talks 
about countries she has visited, Tonight's topic Is 
Hawaii. Time is 7:3Op.m. Admission is free, everyone Is 
welcomel Phone the library at 638-8177 for more Infor- 
mation. 
• Wednesday, December 6 -- NOTICE TO GOLFERS: The | 
annual general meeting, of the Skeena Valley Golf and I Country Club Will be held at 8 p,m, at the clubhouse, ' 
! 
• i i 
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~ !" theabs•ence of an establish' The reality is,. however; the 
!~ed! 10ng, term plan; Northwest board is still working (m a.long-. 
~!co~mufiiiy.: College bursar '  range plan and the five-year plan 
!Geoff Harris has submitted a was due over a month ago.. And 
five-year capital plan to  the . i f  it hadn't been submitted, even 
No new pro/ects proposed yet 
another chance next year. The refused. 
Ministry of •Education thathas  
been met with a mixed reaction 
by' the college board. ~ There 
haven,t beenany major projects 
for the past eight years and this 
new plan doesn't include any 
either..  
minor  renovat ions projects problem in getting this year's 
wouldn't be funded. . submission together, according 
Five-year capital : proposals to , board  chairman Hans 
are submitted annually and0niy Wagner, was caused by delays in 
form a •framework for long- planning at the local level due to 
range• government planning,:: recent board and administrative 
This means the board will • have 
Computalk 
by Ralner Glannella 
Certified Data Processor 
Memory resident programs - -  a boon or a bane for PC users? 
One of the shortcomings of the basic IBM compatible com- 
puter is that it has been designed to be in essence a single-tasking • 
machine. What this means is that a user can normally only run 
one program at a time. Typically, one would start up (let's'say) 
one's accounting program, perform one's accounting tasks, then 
one would have to exit from the accounting program back to 
DOS (the operating system program) before one could begin 
working with a word processing program. 
Although this one-task-at-a-time approach keeps operations 
fairly simple for the beginning user, it tends to be restrictive and 
inconvenient for the more experienced user who may want to 
work on a number of programs imultaneously. To meet his 
need, quite a number of software developers have come up with a : 
variety of useful programs which, once activiated, stay resident in 
memory for the duration of a session even after other programs 
have started. These are programs that typically provide 
capabilities such as "notepad editors" ( a minimal word pro: 
cessor), calculator functions, address managers, commumcat]ons, 
print utilities, disk managemeni utilities, and so on. They go. by ..... ' 
names as "Sidekick", "Toolbox", etc. and basically allow the 
user to re-activate them at any time in a session by a special se- 
~luence of keystrokes. When done with these functions the user 
can instantly resume work on his or her main program. ' 
Many communications programs function on a memory resi . . . .  i~ 
dent basis :as often users want these to perform periodic or even 
continuous "background" communications tasks while the user is ~ 
performing other work. An example would be a prograrnthat.- ~ . ~i! 
was instructed to periodically dial a data service to check for cer- ' 
rain information and to only interrupt the user if certain informa- 
tion was found (stocks had gone up!I!). 
When used effectively such memory resident programs can 
greatly increase a user's productivity as they allow one to get , ..... 
much more utility from the computer during a session. However, 
they also have their shortcomings. • 
First, they require additional memory, thereby reducing the 
memory available for other programs. This means a user may 
have problems trying to run them along with programs that re- 
quire a large amount of memory• Second, since some of them are 
always "running in background" they can cause apparent slow 
down in the response of the foreground programs. Third, when 
one begins to use more than one of these memory-resident pro- 
grams, one can experience unexpected side-effects caused by two 
or more of these interacting in unforeseen ways. Incompatible 
memory resident programs can often be the cause of very annoy- 
ing "bugs" in computer operations. 
! ~ ! i i  
To minimize problems, the user who has need to use some of 
these programs hould always first find out if they are compatible : 
with the main software on his or her system. If you intend to 
use more than one of these at a given time, first test them one at 
a time and then make sure you start them in the right order. And 
at the first sign of system problems, disable these programs one 
at a time until you determine which one is the source of .the dif- II 
ficulty. 
Update on the October 13th computer virtu N 
A couple of weeks ago I wrote aboutthe October 13th com- ,a 
puter virus scare. To date I have not heard of anyone locally who 
was affected. However, in the October 26 issue of Computing I 
Canada it was reported that 19 organizations in the United States i 
had been hit by the virus, most commonly called the "Columbus I 
Day virus" or the "Datacrime" virus. The report indicated that ~," \ 
although no incidents in Canada had been reported at their press . ~. ~ • 
time, the virus still had potential to cause camage. American 
Computer Security Industries, an American company specializing : 
in data protection was quotedas aying: 
":,. Gone undetected, it (the virus) will on or gfter Oct. ] 
1989, destroy portions of track 0 of the hard disk of infecte 
MS-DOS machines. That ~nders the data on the hard disk~ 
tually unrecoverable.,," ' ,~ , .  
If nothing else, this stow under~.'ores the :imPg, rta"ceofz 
tai tug " n appropriate, data backups., ., ~. ~.! ..~. ...... 
changes. He explains, that work 
on a three-year plan began last 
fall but while Working throug h
these changes, "We were just 
trying to hold the place together • 
and as a result our plan is lagg- 
ing"' 
This means next year's capital 
plan could •show a much more 
ambitious direction in NWCC 
planning. One indication of this 
came from newly appointed 
board member Larry Krause, 
who suggested a gymnasium 
complex could go a long way in 
establishing:the T rrace campus 
as a truly regional center. 
Discussion on this topic in- 
dicated that a gymnasium was 
first proposed about nine years 
ago but the government said stu- 
dent population didn't warrant 
such a project and funding was 
• {: . 
Atthe present time about 250 
to 300 students, approximately 
45 percent of NCWCC enroll- 
ment, are registered at the Ter- 
race campus at any given time 
and the board feeling is that a $3 
million complex could now be 
justified, particularly given the 
• fact there have been no major 
capital expenditures at NWCC 
in the past eight years. The pro- 
ject could also be further 
justified by its potential com- 
munity benefit. It was suggested 
that besides just a gymnasium 
and meeting place for the college 
community, it could also serve 
as an activity center, meeting 
place and display area for com- 
munity events as well. "It 's 
something we should be looking 
at if we want to build as a 
regional college," suggested 
Wagner. 
At the present time, however, 
the college •will be limited to 
minor projects. Those proposed 
for the coming year total 
$310,000 plus the cost of the new 
NWCC Student Association 
t 
and 
Terrace Little Theatre 
present 
)INNERTHEATRE 
featuring 
George R Walker's 
Directed byDaniel Barnswell 
Friday, November 17 and Saturday, November 18 
Northwest Community College Dining Room 
Cocktails 7 pm / Dinner 7:30 / Show at 9 pm 
Coffee, etc. served after the performance 
Admlsslon,~20 per person , . , . , .  ..u., ... , . . I lmm ~ I lmw 
• 'Tickets available from the Student Body Racquet 
And Fitness Centre and Sight & Sound 0aATURE') 
Production of thif " '- 
•, possible by • gral 
, Drugs), 3207 Kilu 
supplies. Sports ! 
Kitimat lease. Suggested pro- 
jects for Terrace include altera- 
tions to themain reception area, 
renovations in dorm "A'! ,  re- 
roofing of the cafeteria-and 
main campus buildings, a boiler 
overhaul, new fencing and the 
preparation of a plan to 
overhaul the fire alarm system. 
L .  
In 1991/92, proposals include 
a renewed and expanded lease in 
Hazelton, an expanded lease in 
Prince Rupert, and in Terrace 
renovations to the shoPs 
building, renovations to dorm 
"B",  upgrading the fire alarm 
system and upgrading the 
storage building. Plans for the 
following year include an ex- 
panded lease in Houston and 
renovations to dorm "C"  and 
the cafeteria building in Terrace• 
Renovations suggested for 
1993/94 include an expanded 
lease in Smithers and. renova- 
tions to dorm "D"  in Terrace 
and the final year of the plan 
proposes an upgrade to dorm 
"E"  in Terrace. 
+ 
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It was a bright and sunny 
day when family and friends of 
Kerry-Lee Mueller of Terrace 
and Dion Michael Pomponio 
of Prince Rupert gathered at 
the Sacred Heart Parish on 
August 12 to witness their mar- 
riage. 
While organist Margaret 
Raposo played the organ,. 
Laurie Simonin, Bridesmaid, 
started the procession. Next 
came Flowergirl Donella 
Rundell. Her lovely dress was 
made of white satin with red 
accents. She carried a white 
basket with fresh red and white 
dahlias. She was followed by 
Bridesmaid Anna Schoeps and 
.Maid of Honour Laura 
Mueller. The Bride's attendants' 
looked beautiful in their tea- 
length dresses, made of red em- 
bossed satin, each carrying a
crescent bouquet of red and 
white silk roses. 
The Bride entered the 
Church on the arm of her 
father Harold Mueller, while 
the organist played the tradi- 
tional Wedding March. The 
Bride's dress was a gorgeous 
white peau de soi satin floor 
length gown, featuring an off --~ 
the-shoulder f ont V-shaped 
neckline and a deep V-shaped 
back with a bustle accented by 
two large self material rosettas 
with trailing sashes. Wide 
Chantilly lace trimmed the •: 
bodice and front panel of her 
skirt which flowed into a 
delicate train. The Bride's 
waist-length veil was held in 
place by a pearl trimmed 
V-shaped hat, matching the 
' .  " - .. 
style of  her dress. This wedding 
• dress was also worn by Lhe 
Groom's mother on her wed- 
ding day 26 years ago. The 
Brid~ carried a-bouquet of 
cascading red and white silk 
roses. 
Awaiting her at the Altar 
was the Groom and his atten- 
dant, Aden Pomponio. The 
Groom looked very handsome 
in his black tuxedo, with white 
cummerbund and bowtie. The 
Best Man was also dressed in a 
black tuxedo, with red cum- 
merbund and bowtie. The 
ushers were Stephen Bisanz and 
Peter Falvo. Mother of the 
Bride. Marjorie Mueller~ and 
Lynne Pomponio, mother of 
the Groom, then lit the 
candles. Officiating at the Mass 
was Father Al Noonan. 
The First Reading was read 
by Joan Moldenhauer. The 
Bride and Groom performed 
the Sacrament of Matrimony to 
each other in a double ring 
ceremony. They then lit the 
Unity candle and signed the 
Register. 
After the ceremony the coup- 
le went up to Dutch Valley to 
take some outdoor pictures at 
the place of Mr. and Mrs. Her- 
man Bushman. 
A reception was held at the 
Terrace Arena BanquetRoom. 
The hall was beautifully 
decorated in red and white by 
Linda and cameron Height. 
All sat down to a delicious din- 
ner. The chocolate weddir~g ?~ 
cake •with white icing consisted 
of three separate cakes sitting 
on a red satin covering. The 
cakes were topped with 
gorgeous red satin flowers. 
Bob Black of Prince Rupert 
was the Emcee for the evening. 
The toast to the Bride was 
proposed by Bob Thompson of 
Victoria,. to which the Groom 
responded. Observing an 
Italian custom, guests received 
Kerry.Lee Mueller and Dlon Pomponio: married August 12 
at Sacred Heart Parish. 
confetti candies wra~ 
lace. During the rece 
hall was transformed 
Hawaiian themefor 
hour. Guests were pz~,,,,,~- 
with floral leis and Hawaiian 
fruiti Dancing to Hawaiian 
music followed. 
Out:of-town guests ~who at- 
tended the ceremony included 
Mike and Emily Mihalynuk 
(the Bride's grandparents) from 
Sparwood, Biagio Pomponio 
(the Groom's grandfather) 
from Prince Rupert and 
numerous other friends and 
relatives. 
Telegrams arrived from 100 
Mile House, Maple Ridge, 
Prince George, Vancouver and 
Sparwood. 
The newlyweds pent heir 
honeymoon i  Hawaii and are 
now livingin Victoria where 
they are continuing their educa- 
tion. 
Visiting her friend David 
Bowen-Colthurst a Water Lily 
Bay is Mrs. Ngaire Ryder from 
New Zealand. She lives in 
Stephens Bay on the northern 
tip of the South Island in the 
province of Nelson. She has a 
permanent home fight at the 
beach. 
Talking about New Zealand, 
she finds many similarities in 
Canada. Much of their news is 
about abortions, cigarette 
smoking and the GST. The 
man who introduced the GST 
. L  
in New.Zealand has long been 
voted out, but the GST is still 
there and going up. 
New Zealand enjoys four 
seasons. In summer the tem- 
peratures hover between 24 and 
30 degrees. During the winter 
the temperature might dip 
downto minus 10, but by 10 in 
the morning it will have risen 
to a very pleasant 14 degrees or 
so. Their spring is very wet, 
The annual rainfall in her part 
of the country is 40inches. 
Autumn is autumn. The trees 
are always green as there are 
no deciduous trees native to the 
country. There is big game 
fishing and lots of trout fishing 
over there. The trout are not 
native either. They are Cana- 
dian trout, introduced to that 
country. 
At one time the only animal 
roaming around New Zealand 
was the bushrat, and the birds 
native to the islands did not 
fly. They had no reason to fly 
since there was nothing chasing 
them. 
Over time all this changed 
when other animals and birds 
were introduced from other 
countries. Ngaire finds New 
Zealand to be a sort of con- 
densed version of B.C. They 
have the mountains, the 
sounds, the deserts, the sea, the 
islands and lots of fishing. The 
people are also just as friendly 
as your people here, she says. 
She has very much enjoyed 
our brilliant fall colors and she 
has seen and felt her first snow 
ever. And as we are on our 
way to winter, she'll be going 
home at the start of New 
Zealand's ummer when she 
leaves here towards the end of 
the month. 
Ngaire has enjoyed her vaca- 
, continued on page 17 
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Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 s t raume Avenue 635,2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: 
10:00 a.m. Priest In Charge: 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9a.rn. service. Child Van. J.A. MacKenzie 
care Is available during the !] a.m. service. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635'9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday  Sdmol - -  11:30 a.m. 
Worship Service - -  11:30 o.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. 8olstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635.5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: " 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
saturday 11:00 a.m. 
• 3306 Griff iths 
ale Unruh - -  LlS-7113 
Prayer Meet ing:  
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
• 635.3232 
: i i i  • 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for oil ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 o.m. 6:30 p,m.. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastor : 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed, 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister:, 
10:30 a,m, ~ Every 2nd and 4th Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Sunday, 4th Sunday: Youth Group: 
10:30 a,m, hymns only 7:00 p,m. 
4907 Lozelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby S tr.e.e t
Paston 
. John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
• 6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635.2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 o.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
W0rshlp Service: 11:00 a.m. FellowshlpService 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordial ly Invited 
Youth Ministries , Home Bible Studies * Vis itat ion 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meet!n: 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue ~ 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday brvlces:  Pastes 
11 s.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Lsdree' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a,m. & 7:45.p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635-6173 
: "--Professional Development-Days 
Professional Development Days in School District 88 find teachers in classrooms, but in a 
somewhat different role. Stephanie Wiebephoto. 
Contributed by 
Stephanle Wlebe for the 
Terrace and District 
Teachers' Association 
"Professional Development 
Day", that dreaded phrase to 
many parents, can really ruin a 
Friday. Working parents cram, 
ble to find extra day care, home- 
bound parents wonder what to 
do with bored kids, and the 
town is filled with exuberant 
children on the loose, happy for 
the day off. It's not too bad --  
usually only one day a month,~ 
but don't you wonder sometimes: 
what all those teachers are do- 
ing? Are they all sleeping in, 
watching "Oprah" or catching 
up on laundry? No, they're go. 
= lie Toop - -  
tion here tremendously. She 
has met many people and made 
a lot of friends. Goodbye, en- 
joy the trip to Vancouver and 
have a good flight back. 
m 
ing to school, had set up tables, displaying 
This is a unique situation, "teachers' wares", and there 
because in most professions, were muffins and donuts, name 
having a day like this doesn't af- tags and lists, and 400 teachers, 
feet an entire district of kids and administrators and principals 
parents. For other jobs, a mini- milling about. At. 9:00, the 
convention can be fit in, without seminars began: "The New Con- 
too many people's lives being tinuous Primary Program", 
changed. But for teachers to at- "Elementary Science Curricu- 
tend professional workshops, all lure Update", "Mathematics 11 
those kids have to be paroled. & 12" and "Using New 
Recently, I attended the Resources in Senior Social 
teachers' workshop on a profes- Studies", just a few examples of 
sional day, to see exactly what the 35 programs offered. Ap- 
those teachers were doing while proximately 400 participants 
my children were enjoying a day divided into their chosen 
of "no-school" rampaging, classrooms- to  attend-lecl~ures, 
It began at 8:30, with registra- demonstrations, role-playing 
tion and coffee in the Caledonia and discussions. The tables had 
gym. Publishers and booksellers turned - -  these teachers were be- 
ing taught. 
The atmosphere was as varied 
continued from page 16 as the subject matter. In some 
groups, the feeling was an in- 
me the other day with some tense concentration, while in 
prices •of groceries he came another there were a few stifled 
across while going down yawns, just like any other pro- 
memory lane looking at old fession's conventions. The role- 
, pictures, The world has playing was interesting, and 
changed a lot since the early there were lots of questions and 
1930's. This is to refresh the Dawn Germyn, who has been 
living and teaching in the Nass 
Valley for many years, has 
taken some time off to pursue 
her painting and drawing. She 
just recently had her first ex- 
hibit of her work in the Terrace • 
Art Gallery. 
Dawn firmly believes that 
everybody has a talent for 
something, and she wants to 
expose as many people, be they 
big or small, to the arts and the 
understanding of the arts. 
Recently she visited Mrs. Kon- 
tic's Grade 2 class at Kiti 
K'Shan Primary School. She 
told the children a story about 
a magical tree and then asked 
them to draw and color this 
magical tree. Dawn was teach- 
ing the children that trees don't 
have to be brown and green, 
that trees can be any color they 
like them to be. The result was 
amazing, •and the classroom in 
no time was transformed into 
a mini art gallery. 
She was teaching the children 
not to be afraid to experiment 
with shapes and colors. It was 
an interesting afternoon. Some 
of these children probably 
would be very happy if Santa 
brought hem some colors and 
a drawing pad at Christmas 
time, 
One of my readers phoned 
memory for those who want to 
remember that far back (and 
for those who can't, you prob- 
ably did not miss anything: 
who's to say?) - -  one lb. cof- 
fee, 29'; one whole fryer 
chicken, 26c; 10 lbs. sugar, 49'; 
one lb. bacon, 22'; one lb. but- 
ter, 29¢; one quart oysters, 35'; 
10 lbs. potatoes, 14'; three bars 
face soap, 14'; beets, 3' per 
bunch; red sockeye salmon, tall 
tin, 18'; one carton of cigar- 
ettes, $1.47 (doesn't that make 
you want to quit?); bottle of 
ketchup, 18 c. Of course every- 
thing is relative, but it is cer- 
tainly interesting. 
The Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival will celebrate their 25th 
year in 1990. The Festival has 
been an ongoing success. To 
celebrate this anniversary they 
are hoping to get many former 
supporters and persons who 
~ave been involved with the 
festival over the years to attend 
this special event. If you are 
such a person, or know of 
former supporters, please con- 
tact Mrs. Marilyn Anderson at 
635-3189 after 6 p.m. or drop a 
line to the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival, Box 456, Ter- 
race, B.C. VgG 4B5. The 
deadline is Dec. 1st. 
,--Wednesday, November 15, 
teachers as students 
discussions going on. At the 
mid-morning coffee break, some 
took the 15 minutes to stretch 
their legs and browse through 
the displays of teaching supplies 
(these supplies are fairly pricey, 
I noticed), while others had their 
coffee in their classroom, intent 
in their work and not willing to 
interrupt their thoughts. This 
was a heavy.duty educator's 
education. 
I saw principals and adminis- 
trators role-playing conflicts, 
discussing ways to iron out 
potential problems. I saw 
primary teachers oaking up in- 
novative methods of teaching 
for the new programs. I eaves- 
dropped on school librarians 
discussing reading and the role 
of libraries in your child's 
education. I heard a lot of 
teacher- l ingo, words like 
"resourcing", "organizational 
patterns", "implementation" 
and "thinking systems". 
I talked to people from 
schools in our district, and from 
other districts. All seemed to  
agree that getting 400 teachers 
together to attend seminars and 
compare notes was a good idea 
and beneficial to everyone in- 
volved. One educator 
"When I talk to other teachers, I 
learn from them something I
can't get anywhere else. The 
classroom is an isolated place; 
you're really on your own there, 
but when teachers can share 
ideas and learn from each other, 
we all gain professionally." 
The seminars continued on, 
with most of the workshops end- 
ing around 3:00. A hard day's 
work for what many people con- 
sider "a day off". 
At the end of the day, I ex-" 
amined the chaos resulting from 
the extra day of kids at home. 
The TV was on and an empty 
potato chip bag sat on the table. 
The sink was full of dirty dishes, 
and there were still two days of 
weekend left. They certainly 
hadn't learned: anything today 
-- was it worth a day off, to 
"build a better teacher"? Was it 
worth the inconvenience to 
parents, the "lost" day of 
schooling our children, the has- 
sle of kids on the loose? Con- 
sidering who really benefits 
f rom those Profess iona l  
Development Days - -  the 
students taught by these "new, 
improved" teachers --  yes. 
said,= 
W.C.B. Industrial  
First Aid Training Courses 
offered in Terrace 
Day Course: December 4 - December 15 ~= ,~, 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
ALSO 
Evening/Weekend Course: 
Starts December 5th 
Place: Mills Memorial Hospital Training Room 
Instructor: Roger Cloutier 
FOR INFORMATION AND 
REGISTRATION PHONE 845-7752 
Sponsored by: Northwest First Aid'rraininq 11129c 
CAMP, TRA!uLERS 
• Portable, Contained Un 
• Built Tough & Warm For the North • 
• Office, and Construction Site Trailers • 
• Custom Design & Manufacturing • 
' r ¸I! ¸¸  
For further information call: 
CAMPMAsTER TRAILER MFG 
Quesnel, B.C. 
747-1097 FAX: 747-3371 
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announce 
the birth of YOUR baby, please .fill out the form 
available in the maternity ward at Milb Meniorial 
Hospital. We i¢ill pick Up your forms, every week, 
MARTIN --  "Congratulations" to Lucy Martin, 
who had a baby boy on November 11, 1989 
weighing 8 lbs. 10 ozs. 
MELANSON - -Duane and Theresa (nee Grass) 
are the proud parents of Brittany Lee, born on Oc- 
tober 4, 1989 at 7:37 a.m., weighing 6 lbs. 13 ozs. A 
little sister for Kore. 
"2 '  ' ~ 
1635'40801 
12 - 4741 LAKEU;F., TERRACE 
After Store H0um 638-19541 Telex 04786549 
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I Andy Capp By Reggie SmYthe I 
~ _, . . . .  ,o,o, -~= = =-  
• Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAUaUS 
A~.20-May ~0 
GEMINI 
Msy21Juue20 
-CANCEl~ 
June 21July 22 
LEO 
July 23.Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Au|. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. ~MDct. 22 
8CORPIO , 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
8AGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-1~. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. ~O-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
you on your toes. Keep a positive OUtlOOk. Have 
faith in your abilities. 
Obstacles may seem Insurmountable inyour at- 
tempts to improve your career status. Sort out 
the illusion from reality. 
It miBht be a smart move to get yourself in a pod- 
tion where you need rely on no one but you., 
Close relationships are the area of attention. 
Greater demands are made on you. Live up to 
promises made. 
This is a period of hard work and heavy respond. 
bgity. You are equal to the challm~. The rv, mth  
aregreat. 
It may seem as though everythins you do ¢ardu 
a heavymessaBe. You are able to express yourself 
positively. 
Focus is on your domestic life and surroundinp. 
Problems have to be dealt with. and the sooner. 
thebetter. 
Your perception ofwhat's reaJ and what hm't may 
be a little distorted. Keep this in mind when mak. 
insplans. 
Keep everything under control, orsanlzo your 
finances, learn what is really important. Where 
doyour values lie? 
Proceed to finish those short-term jobs that end 
to be overlOOked. There will be no better tlme 
than now. 
Finish up all those tasks that have been hsnsin8 
around. It's time you shouldered your share of 
theburdea. 
Look to the needs of one who is confined. The 
need b ~eat Service to others is your stxoo8 point. 
The Ryatts , By Jack Elrod I 
I EXPL~~ ou~e~e~ee...~l IoN THE IHGREAeE..,~ ~-~1 ICE CREAM I 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ -  I ~  S~ I1  I -~1~'= ."T h q I'. l ' i l  ,~,~ i . .~\ .~" (~ALIV..Efl l'ff~'~_ I 
I SallyForth ByGregXoward [ 
I. IN ~.,OOL ~ II " -1~ II I HO~LY,  HI~RV, ~O/~E- "filM5 JHouc~r. ~ r~or~ s~y {,  II 
I~ II/~,i~.Q~ ~ L I' II--~"q I TIM(,~/~I"dI~KTR~IMGI"O WHY I.~CAUGHTIklMYI"RRO/~T.~,~ I 
I llll 71 • ~1'1_~ II II u I II I| '~:)U 15 LIKE PULLIMG , I"1~£ j (~ ~_[ 
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Andy Capp 
i 
By ReggieSmythe I 
f , 
_~ o~. ~_~'  _~.°.~ I 
~, ' I~  . '~-  
FLO, A~ LOHG AS .11: C..AN GO. 
--Lo~ GernNG A B;roLbe ~ ' 
• ~,  ~-  
~ :T]~e Kermode Friendship Cen- 
'tre:wiil be hosting a week,long 
series, of ,.'activities beginning 
Nov. 19inc0njunction withthe 
province's Drug and: AlCohol 
Awareness Week. 
This Sunday D~mny's Pool 
Hall on Kalum St. will be the 
scene of a Foes Ball and pool  
:tournament starting at 1 p.m. 
Prizes will .include cash and 
gifts, and the pool hall manage- 
ment Will spring, for. free pop, 
chips and video games: Register 
at Danny's. 
Monday the 20th and Tuesday 
the 21st, a set of two-hour mini- 
workshops onthe prevention of 
drug and alcohol abuse for 
youth will be held in the upstairs 
~.' ; ~ , : '.: ' :  " ~ - . ..., ~-,~.:~ 
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ess  Week 
meeting room- at the  friendship 
Center. The workshops will in- 
clude lectures, videos and some 
leisure activities,: i: They are 
scheduled :from 4 p;m. to 6 p.m. 
on both days and are open for 
youths from Kiridergarten age to 
Grade 12. 
A display will be staffed :all 
day Nov. 22 in the Skeena Mall 
Home businesses to show wares 
at trade fair and sale Saturday 
The local home-based 
business upport group will be 
having its first annual Home- 
Based Business Fair and Sale 
this Saturday, Nov. 18 at the 
Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
produced Terrace Fireweed 
Honey is another unique gift 
item that will be available at the 
fair. 
Jocus Toys will display a 
selection of educational toys for 
children. Local representatives 
of Amway and Mary Kay 
cosmetics will have their wares 
out for sale as well. 
Iron bedsteads and fixtures 
are offered by El-To Enter- 
prises. Pendragon Computers i
by Kaeleen Brace 
a home-based business which 
specializes in personalized ser- 
vice and installation of home 
computer systems. 
Local home-based businesses 
offer an alternative to crowded 
stores for holiday shopping. 
Everyone is invited to come out 
and see that they offer and do 
some early Christmas hopping 
this Saturday at the Home- 
Based Business Fair and Sale. 
Admission is free and 
refreshments in the form of COf- 
fee, ,doughnuts and mulled cider 
will be available. 
Home-based businesses are 
small businesses which are 
operated out of the owner's 
home. They may incorporate 
different types of marketing that . . . .  • 
could be more convenient for 
the seller as well as the con- 
sumer. Their products are often 
specialized and unique to this 
area.  
• There will be a broad variety 
o f  goods for sale at the fair. Tree 
iof Life Books has a wide selec- 
~tion of •bOoks for children and 
adults. The Baby Corner 
,features a variety of items for 
babies and young children in- 
cluding toys, games, puzzles and 
necessities like bibs and Slippers. 
Northern Accents offers unique 
giftware including dried flowers, 
pottery, leather crafts and 
Christmas linens. 
• Railroad enthusiasts will find 
friendly advice and an intriguing 
assortment of model railroad 
supplies at Ken's Trains & Hob- 
bies.  The environmentally- 
conscious can find Indisposable 
cotton cloth diapers as well as 
other baby items at Baby Basics 
& Accessories. 
Piquant Peanuts offers tasty 
edibles with nut trays and gift 
baskets for the holidays. Locally 
$3 million 
contract 
• A $3,147,547.50 contract has 
been awarded to A.L. Sims & 
Sons Ltd. of Prince George for 
by the friendship center, with 
pamphlets and videos available. 
An all-day workshop will be 
held Nov. 23 in the Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium with 
facilitator Phil Moreno, an 
Alaskan who is a director for the 
American Lung Association, a 
human relations specialist, a 
carver, wilderness program co- 
ordinator and described as an 
excellent speaker. 
Displays featuring posters, 
pamphlets,  videos, non- 
construction of the Esker Over- 
head and approaches on  
Highway 16,32 kilometers west 
of Terrace. 
The project will be con- 
structed in two phases. Phase 
one will involve grade construc- 
tion and paving 1.44 kilometers 
of approaches. Also included 
will be the construction of a tem- 
porary detour. Phase two will 
involve the complete construc- 
tion of a two-lane overhead ap- 
proximately 52 meters long. 
The project is located at a CN 
Rail level crossing. Work is 
scheduled to be completed by 
Aug, 31, 1990. 
A,L, Sims & Sons Ltd. sub- 
mitted the lowest o f  eight 
tenders for the contract. 
alcoholic drinks and snackswil l  
be set up in the Terrace safeway 
store all day Nov. 24 and 25. 
Terrace's Northern Native 
Broadcasting will air live talk- 
show format programs on the 
subject of alcohol and drug 
abuse prevention every morning 
on each of the seven days. 
Further information on any of 
these events is available from 
Benita Chapedela ine at 
635-4906. 
TERRACE HEALTH 
CARE SOCIEW 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
In Memorium 
An engraved plaque has been hung in the front lobby of 
Mills Memorial Hospital gratefully acknowledging the 
generous donations in memory of Peter Dychakowsky. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
i i . These Ads appear in the more than 90 Newi~oera of the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Association : 
and reach more than 1,400,000 homes and a potential two million readers. . . . .  
$159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
Terrace Review at 635.7840 
AUTOUOTIVE BUSINESS PERSOHALS FOR SALE MISC HEALTH. HELP WANTED 
Adive Auto Brokers, disposal XXXFANTASY. Erolloadulttoys, Arthdticpain? Achlngback? Stiff DAMAGED, LIMP, LIFELESS Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club 
agent4orA~ve Bailiff Services. Iotione,i Ix~oks, steamy vklea~., ~j~,Sk3eplng hands? "Beulah HAIR? New RECONSTRUC- is looking for a lull41me head 
Repmsessions, estate, bgab, Full-color31pagecalalogue,$4. O¢'l~IPsll Forbrochure/infonna. TOR immediately guarantees coach.$,?.,400.montNy, depend- 
cam, tnJCks, motorhocr~a, boats. PdvacyguaranZeed. Leeds, Sure tion$2 from: Beulah Land, Box softness, body shine or money ing on qudflcstions. Contar.J 
Cal Mr. Price (only), (604)434- 1372-1124 Lonedale Ave., Norlh 1086, Portage La Praide, Mani- back. Mail $19.95 cash, cheque, Edka Nevus, (604)638-8232, 
1819. D5476. Vancouver, B.C. V'/M 2H1. toba RIN 305 money order. Bodynamics, 3678 3693 Kmrnm, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
E. Hastings, Vancouver, B.C. 4Y2. 
LEASE OR BUY - Short-term Lighting fixtures. Western Can- VSK2A9. 
lesseretums. 1989 Dodge Cara- Excitement is just acall away. ada'elargestdleplay. Wholesale 
van,7-passenger; 1989Aerostar Takeatdpwithyourlmaglnatlon. and retail. Free catalogue avail- HELP WANTED REAL ESTATE 
XLT; 1989Topaz, loaded; 1988 Free membership. Adult phone able. Norbum Lighting Centre, 
Br0nooXLT. Call c~lect, 1-(604)- ¢onversatlons. Phone 1-800-668- 9~1291, Dick/Harold, 8:30a.m.- 9944,24hours/day. 4600 East Hastings St, Bumaby, Slngles/coupies. Complete gov- Homes, Ranches, Kamloops 
B.C. V5C 2K5 Phone (604) 299- emment-approwd Building Man- area. Excellent dilrnete, growlng 
8:30p.m. DL8633. 0666. agars Correspondence CertHl- season. Well priced. Contact 
'ADULT CONTACTS--For dis- cate course for apts/condo.V Dave or SanfoKI, Inland Realty, 
crest swlngersll Ladies ads frsell LIGHT FIXTURES, electricalmo- t'hses/minl-storage. Guaranteed 322 Seymour Street, Kamloeps, 
Exalting dstags-$2. Amanda, tore, generators, phase convert- Placement Assistance. RMTI, B.C. V2C2G2.(604)374..3022. 
Ste. 1, Box 4915,MPO, Vancou- ere, transformers, fans, welders, 901-700 W. Fender, Vancouver, 
ver, B.C. V6B 4A6. wiring materials. Phone for free B.C. V6C 1G8 (604)681-5456. SERVICES 
. . . .  literature FRIESEN ELECTRIC, 
Pichertruck 1978 Ford LN600 on Abb~stord (604) 859-7101 or 1- Throughout B.C. a movie will be 
propane complete with 8300 kg. EDUCATION 800-663-6976 made near you sooner or later. Major ICBC apd~ injury claims. 
folding crane,16', steel deck, live The Union can tell you how to Joel A. Wener, lrial lawyer for 21 
roll, hydraulic winch $13,O00. apply. Membership Is only $10. years. Call collect, (604)736- 
(604)774-2812. NEWCO-OPAUTOTECHPRO- Warehouse lull of new and used Send your name, address, phone 5500, Vancouver. lf no recovery, 
GRAM IN KELOWNAI Okanagan desks, chairs, file cabinets, crafts 
College Introduces a one-year suppgee, household furniture, an- #, S.I.N. to: United Stunts Exlras, no fee. No Yukon enquires. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES CO-OP program developed with tiques and collectables, whole- 816-207 W. Hastings, Vancou. 
sale and retail. Mstrotown Liqui- ver, B.C. the auto Industry: the most ad- ICBC INJURY CLAIMS? Cell 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ vanced training available for to- daters, 5329 Imperial, Bumaby. your sklls in an Dale Carr-Harrb- 20 years a lrfal EXPORT business, even spare day's automobile. Program in- (604) 437-6612 R.N.posltion. Use lawyer with five years medical 
innovative professional atmos, school balers law. 0.669-4922 time. No money or experience, dudes 9 paldweeks of work ex- phere where our geriatric resident (Vanceuver). Expedenced in 
Since 1946. Free brochure: perlenceand39weekso(teahni. 13" metaJ lathe, 40" bed, gapbed, isyourpdmeconcem.Sahryand head Injury and other major 
Wade World Trade, PJo Cdn. cal.tralnlng (all training required accessories, cast iron base, like benefits B.C.N.U. equivalent. Call claims. Percentage fees avail- 
Small Business Inst. Dept W1, for a four year apprenticeship new, $4,500. 1955 Nash Metro- the Bulkley Lodge (604)847. ebb. 
1140BellamyRd.N.#1,Scarber- program; and, new repair and polltan, good shape, runs well,, 4443,Smithers, B.C. 
ough, Ontado M1H 1H4. diagnostio techniquss). Slarla $3,000.obo. (604)838-7996. 
January. Limited enrollmentl 
Make your dream come truel Russ Wlnslado, Okanagan Col- Heavy Duty Mechanic required Air brakes course $60. Truck, 
Se¢ome an owner/operator, legs, Kelowna (604)762-5445. The Paddle Pal makes a unique for a Trucldng Co. in Revelstoke. bus, van training. Ful course or 
Highway haullng in Western Can- gilt tor fiat water and sea Kayak- Rest includes Logging Trucks, houdy rentals. Enquire about our 
eda.Welavelhetruckmdj0bl~, ere. Invention makes paddle Cats, Loader and Greder. Appg. newcerliflcalionprograrn.Bum- 
~l~su. Phone (604)378-4204, FREE: 1989 guide to study-at- weightless, greatly reduces pad- cantmust have weldlngexped, aby, B.C. 291-2255, Surrsy, B.C., 
a. home correspondence Diploma diets fatique, helps wrist, shoul- enos. Resume required. Reply 581-7594, 
der problems. Details: Gregg, Box 1210, Revelstoke, B.C. V0E courses for prestigious careers: Box 141, Heriot Bay, B.C. V0P TRAVEL Accounting, Airconditlonlng, 2S0 or contact Wayne, (604)837. , 
Bookkeeping, Business, Cosine- 1H0. (604)285-3237. 63661orfurtherlnformation. 
tology, Electronics, Legal/Medi- " ' " '  VICTORIA, B.C. - THE 
cal Secretary, Psychology, CRUISE LINE OPENINGS. Hir- ADMIRAL MOTEL .... ' 
Travel. Granfon (5A) 263 Ade- GARDENING ing nowl 300-600 US$ weekly. 
lalde West Toronto 1-800-960- Tourguldes, stewards, cruise dl- Fine acconmodation ovedooldng 
1972. Gardening,Sale. Save btg on all rectonkpumere, gift shop pemon, the beautiful Had)our. Houss- 
nel, more. Skilled and unskilled and fdendiy, personal attention your greenhouse and hydroponic keeping units, reasonable rales 
CASH IN ON TAX REFORM! gardedngneeds. Save up to 25% people needed. Call (719)687- fromfamllyowners.CAArecom- 
Learn Income Tax Preparalion by on.Rockwod Hafldealrom $142. 6662. Call Toll Free 1-800-663-5619. mended, 257Belleville St., Vi~o- 
correepondence. Earn your aer- Free Shipldng Program. Wsslem Reporter for thriving weekly da, B.C.VSV1Xl(604)388.6267 
tHIcate now. Also enquire about 
exduslve franchise territories. Water Farma. #103. 20120-64th newspaper in north central B.C. 
For free Ixoahuree, no obligation, Ave, Langley, BC V3A 4P7 APldicant ahould be a graduate l WANTED 
a journalism training program. 
U&R Tax Services. #205-1345 Duties wig Include darkroom work Wanted-wife with snowmobilel 
Pembine Hwy, Winnlpeg, Mani- HEALTH and some typesefllng. A strong Pedormance a must, Prefer 
toba, R3T2B6.1-800-665.5144. Interest In communlly spods yam~,~K. l~oSk~POdw~, 
MCNA2. VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Since would be an asset. Contact.,,Edi. ~a  U .  ~ Dave or Jordan st 
1973, dfedng Idgh qual~y.lowest tot, Smllhers Inledor News, Box 
pdcss on Vllamlns, Mlnerals, 2560, Smllhere, B.C. VOJ 2NO. The Actbn Corner (604)832- 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY Herbs, Body BuMngand Welght Phone (604)847-3266. 8040, Salmon Ann, B.C. 
, Loss, Supplements, Hak Treat- 
ment, Sldn Cars and More. FREE Be your own boss. Eam up to 
87 Western Star Dump. Wel KIt, CATALOGUE. Wdte: VITAMIN $300/daycommission. Takeor. i 81o18H.P. ddingmowereand 
444Cun~15epeedRTO;,78 01SCOUNTS, DEP. B.C.15, 260 dens I~r publisher. People call t garden tractors, running ornot, 
ColumblapuHtrsilergSton;79 $.W.MadneOdve. VSX2RS. 1. wYOd~lel;O4)SS4-3861Ext. BB2or WJllpk:k-upandpeycuh. Cd  
Nell, both with truck dgging. 1- 800-663-0747. In Vanoouvar, 3ox2100,Clearbrook, B.C. collecl {604)534-63S0 or 
483-8690 Nter 7p.m. 821-7000. V2TOX8. (604)S33-9468. 
Lease for less. 25% less. Ford 
products only. Further info call 
Bob Langstaff 534-8277. Win. 
• Clark Ford Langley. D7204 
Gold River Realty Ltd. The only 
Real Estate office In town, covers 
Gold River and Tahele. Excellent 
opportunity for husband and wife 
learn. Call Lorraine Welch 
(r,04) 2¢~-2561. 
Well established retail sporting 
goods In a good Icostion down- 
town Houston, B.C. Serious in- 
quldes. Paradise Sports. Phone 
(604)845-2892 or after 6:30 p.m. 
¢al: (604)845-251S. 
SEVEN NEW TONING 
TABLES. $22,000 Includes 
freight and training. S/yr gumn. 
tee. Futrsx 5000 fitness com. 
puler $1.500. Complete body 
wrap M 11;1,250. Tone'O'Matle 
Camda Lid, 1-800-667-5825. 
Okanagan epporlunlty - 90 seat 
family restaurant In Vernon, B.C. 
Excellent downtown location - 
Showing good return. Vendor 
moved-wantS quick sale, 
lgS,000., terms. Glen King 
(a~)s4s-~77, 
,, i 
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CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa or 
Mmtereard. When phoning 
in ads, please have your card 
number and expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding Publica- 
tion. 
RATES~ $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
M)S: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercia] use only. 
:TENDERS + AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
m 
Franchise 
Now • 
Available 
• High Profile Business 
• Proven Success 
• High return on investment 
• Formal Training 
• On~oin_ g Support 
• Min. investment $93,000 
Write or call: 
United Buy & Sell 
3057 Grandview Hwy. 
Vancouver, B.C. V5M 2FA 
~.~_~0-9200 
I25,0(10 per year, part time, your own 
business. For appointment call 
David st 6354618. tfnc 
I 
FITNESS INSTRUCTORS 
REQUIRED 
Pay will be $9.90 to $14.01 
per  hour depending on 
qUalifications. Phone Elaine 
at the Terrace Parks and 
Recreation Depart ment, 
Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p,m. 4411k1114 
i i 111 I ' I 
DRUG & ALCOHOL 
COU NSELLO R (Part-t ime) 
A community-based mental health service in Hazelton 
invites applicants for the position of part-time Drug 
and Alcohol Counsellor. The successful candidate will 
be responsible for: (1) providing treatment, prevention 
and counselling programs for individuals and families 
experiencing difficulties due to substance abuse; (2) 
providing community development services, 
establishing and supporting self-help opportunities, 
and providing on-site support to other community ser- 
vices and agencies. 
Requirements: (1) Training and/or experience in the 
social service field. Preference will be given to those 
with knowledge and expertise in theareas of drug and 
alcohol programming, as well as a systems approach 
to intervention. (2) Own transportation is required. (3) A 
criminal record check will be required as a condition of 
employment. 
If interested, please forward resumes to address 
below. 
Deadline for application is November 17. 
Diane Halkett 
Community• Mental Health Services 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0 11115c 
i ti CYPRESS 
Cypress Equipment Co. Ltd requires im- 
mediately a resident Journeyman Heavy Duty 
Mechanic (Male or Female) for our Queen 
Charlotte Island customer's, with experience 
on grapple yarders, cable and hydraulic 
loaders, excavators, rock drills, 
• miscellaneous logging andconstruction 
equipment. Service truck will be provided. Ap- 
ply in writing•only to: Attention Service 
Manager, 8760 River Road, Delta, B.C. V4G 
1B5. 11115c 
t o I 
I Looking for help, :Must be 
I bondable, have good phone ehquette, be 
willing to learn and take on responsibility. 
Please resume in to Red Carpet Food Ser- 
vices, 2901-A Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C. 
by November 20, 1989. l~/~s= 
BRANCH MANAGER 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
Immediate opening for a Branch Manager In a com- 
munity of 70,000 people in the Central Interior of B.C. 
This is a full time position requiring a self-motivated in- 
dividual with a strong administrative background. The 
person should possess proven + skills in communica- 
tions, accounting, management and human relations. 
Computer skills are desirable. 
Salary dependant upon experience- Please send 
resume to: + Schmlts & de Grace, Chademd Accoun. 
tents, •#417 • 280 Victoria Street, Prince George, B.C., 
V2L 4X3. i i115c 
] I I I  I I 
I I I + 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre is currently seeking 
applicants for their Computer Based Community 
Resource Project. 
Position: Project Coordinator 
Responsibilities: the hiring and coordinating of approx- 
imately•eight to 10 volunteers. Imolementation and 
completion of above projects reporting directlY to the 
board of the T.W.R.C. +The ability to liaison with the 
community of Terrace as a whole. Monthly reports to 
the board as well as project assessment upon comple- 
tion of the grant. Applicants hould have good oral and 
written communication skills. The ability to work 
autonomously and cooperatively. Effective organiza- 
tional skills and a feminist emPathy. BASIC computer 
skills preferred. 
Start Date: December 4, 1989. 
Project Length: 16 weeks, 35 hours per week, $12.50 
per hour. Benefits at 10% in lieu of. 
Closing Date: November 24, 1989 at 12 noon, 
4542 Park Avenue 
"rerrace, B.C..V8G 4Vl 
_ 638.0994 
I BELE POLE CO. LTD. would like to invite applications 
for a challenging new position based in Terrace, B.C. 
The successful applicant will be responsible for 
assisting in forestry operations and pole buying within 
the Kispiox and Kalum T.S.A.'s 
i, Applicants should possess a diploma in Forest 
Technology or a Bachelor's degree in Forestry. A p01e 
buying or timber purchasing background combined 
with an understanding of logging• andscaling pro- 
Cedures would be a definite asset. 
Resumes are to be received not later than December'l, 
1989 at the following address: BELL POLE CO. LTD. 
P.O. •Box 280, Terrace, B.C., VaG 4A6, Attn: Forestry 
Supmvisor. 11115c 
I 
BECOME A LOG 
BUILDER APPRENTICE • 
Qualifications: must have 
some power saw exper- 
ience; good physical 
shape; no+ tools neces- 
sary; preferred age: 19.-25 
years. 
Start at $8/hour increased 
to $101hour after four 
months. 
Serious, hard working ap- 
plicants only. 
Call Pierre at 
635-7400 
between 7 p.m.+and 9 p.m. 
Help required with housework for 
busy lady. Could be dally. Senior or 
student welcome. Phone 6388398. 
tfnc 
Ddver required with small vehicle, 
good on gas, to work with fast- 
growing delivery service. Must be 
over 19. dependable, good with 
public. Will train, will supply C.B. 
Phone 638-8398. tfnc 
Babysitter with own transportation 
needed for casual evening and 
weekend work In Copper River 
Estates. Good wage. Experience 
with special needs children would 
be helpful. Call Mike at 635-1840 
days, 635-4810 evenings, tfnp 
Time to hire • 
a newworker? 
0 
Use the classified adsl 
I I 
MOUNTAiNVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
Pacilities and parking. 
6384398 ,f= 
I I I  
i 
I 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
+, laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at S340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
as.5 392= or as5 5224 
,FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 eq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further Information 
phone e35.3355. 
l 
+~. ~¢ '  a , . - ° - '~  b . , .  ° ~a ,  + 
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.3 -S IF IED , 
FO R RENT OR LEASE 
Industrial Building; 10,000 sq. ft. 
Highway 16 •and Kalum Lake Drivel 
Four double doors, lunch room, 
downstairs and upstalrsoffmes. 
Reasonable rent. To view contact: 
Karrer Holdings 
847-4440 
Serviced Pads For Rent' 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 035-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
F0rsaie : ~I : i  
FOUND - -  Man's Accura watch. 
Engraved on the back, "To Christian 
from Dad, Feb./89". Phone 635-2756 
evenings to claim. 11122nc 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) has for sale the 
following: 1 only, 1979 .Chevrolet bussette 23 
passenger capacity. 
To be sold on an "AS IS, WHERE IS" basis. 
Bids must be made in writing to: 
• ~ Purchasing Agent 
School District NO. 88 (Terrace) 
. 3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 3E9 • 
Written bids will be accepted until 12 noOn N0vember 
20, 1989. 
Highest or any bid not necessarily accepted. 
To view please call 635-4931 Local 210. 11115c 
All fixtures must 
be sold. Phone 
Alan Dubeau at 
635.7274 • 
I 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
One 36.1noh Franklin fireplace, small 
airtight wood stove, various and 
miscellaneous lengths of chimney, 
rain cap and plenum, between two 
and three cords of mixed birch, 
alder, Jackplne and hemlock 
firewood, seasoned for four years. 
Entire package, $200. Call 635-7840 
days, 635.4810 evenings,' ask for 
Mike. t fnp  
DIAPERS INDISPOSASLE - -  Form 
fitting, 100 percent cotton flannel- 
ette with adjustable velcro fasten- 
ers.  Exclusive extra absorbent 
center. Environmentally friendly, 
time-saving, comfortable and 
economical. Phone'638-1204. 12/0p 
Two John Dome 410 backhoes for 
sale. Prl0e negotiable. Phone 
635.23i5. 11115p 
House for u le  - -  one year old, 3 
1 bedrooms, 1 F= baths, 1,170 sq.ft. 
Located In the Thornheights sub- 
division: Asking $91,500. Phone 
635.5757. 11115c 
Whyte sewing machine plus attach-' 
ments, $75; outdoor table with um- 
brella, $65. Phone 6354144. 11129p 
Mechanics tools, Snap-on, some 
Craftsmen, Snap-on cabinets. Value 
minus 30 percent, $5,500. Sell as set 
for $4,000. Call for more Information, 
624-9613. 11115p 
MUST SELL - -  1988 GMC =A.ton 4x4, 
350 cu.lnch, automatic, tilt, cruise, 
21,000 kms., very clean. Asking 
$21,500 OBO. Phone 635-5088. 
11122p 
MEMORIAL NOTES 
In Loving Memory 
Beverly Lynn Peele 
(nee Montelth) 
Nov. 28, 1966 to Oct. 14, 1989 
Our family chain was broken, 
The evening when aft stood still. 
God stretched down His hand to 
get you, 
And took you at His will. 
He swept you away so quickly, 
We were aft in a daze, 
For we loved you dearly 
In a hundred thousand ways. 
To a beautiful life came a sudden 
end, 
You died, as you had lived. 
Everyone's friend 
You never broke a promise, : 
You never failed a friend. 
You did the work you had to do 
Right to the very end. 
You had a nature you could not help 
loving, 
And a heart purer than gold. 
You are where we cannot see you, 
And your voice we cannot hear, 
Yet we know you walk beside us 
Never absent, always near. 
Please God, take this message to 
• heaven above, 
Tell Beverly we miss her and give her 
our love. 
Love, Steve and Jenna, 
Bob, Bonnie, Rob, 
Tracey and Teresa. 
11115p 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 1 to 3 p.m, 
The Cupboard Is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 11129p 
ADVANCED ENTRY BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION(  
• CO-OPERATIVE DIPLOMA 
.,. a special opportunity to give valued 
:employees access to advanced 
education for career development 
NWCC is preparing a program of co-operative education, 
which alternates periods of full time studies with regular work 
activities that qualify for college credit. This is a two year pro- 
gram which leads to an Associate of Commerce Diploma in 
Business Administration. 
A special, limited entry to the program is planned for this 
January, 1990, aimed at people who are currently employed 
and have good potential for career advancement, possibly with 
their current employer. 
People who are selected for this special intake will receive up 
to one semester of college credit for their past work ex- 
perience. 
For more information call 635-6511, ext 235 or come to an infor- 
mation meeting Wednesday, November 22 at 7 p.m. in Room 
217 at Northwest College (Terrace Campus). 111lSc 
ADVANCED ENTRY 
 USINESS ADMINISTRATION 
O-OPERATIVE DIPLOMA 
... a special opportunity for people 
with work experience in business who 
need a college diploma for career 
advancement 
NWCC is preparing a program of co-operative education, 
which alternates periods of full time studies with regular work 
activities thatqualify for college credit. This is a two year pro- 
gram which leads to an Associate of Commerce Diploma in 
Business Administration. 
A special, limited entry to the program is planned for this 
January, 1990, aimed at people who are currently employed 
and have good potential for career advancement, POSsibly with 
their current employer. 
People who are selected for this special intake will receive up 
to one semester of college credit for their past work ex- 
perience. 
For more information call 635-6511, ext 235 or come to an infor. 
mation meeting Wednesday, November 22 at 7 p.m. in Room 
217 at Northwest College (Terrace Campus). 11/15c 
Kalum Family Day Cars has open. 
ings. Fenced yard, pete and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop.in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398, tfnc 
Don't cry over lost Items... 
find them with 
a classified adl 
Sir, I have notloKI a disturbing In- 
crease in the number of personal 
advertisements in your newspaper 
announcing their 40th birthday. I 
find such ads insensitive and dis- 
respectful end would not consider 
I )lacing such an ad for my golfing rlend, the Skeena Valley Golf 
Course marsthoner, Gall Johnson, 
on her 50th birthday, Nov. 201 Happy 
Slrthdayj Galll 
Joanna. 
11115p 
CLASSIFIEDS 
: -  , , ,2C.2,_. ,  L 
Wednesday, November 15, 1989 ' : : 
• CLASS IF I .Eb .  
' -  " " I i • 
The Family of Beverly Lynn Peele 
(nee Monteith) would like to thank 
family, friends and all the relatives 
who came from Owen Sound, On- 
tario; Chase, B.C., Squamlsh and 
Prince George for all their care and 
support, food, flowers and Just help- 
ing us out through this difficult time. 
Special thanks to Lynda Montelth, 
Grant Currle, Mlchelle O'Brlen, 
Denlne Toplls and Shirley Lindsay. 
11115p 
Looking for a purebred female 
American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers to breed with a purebred 
male American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers. Phone 635-7840, ask for 
Mark. 11129p 
° 
SEALED TENDERS for the project described below, addressed to 
Transport Canada and endorsed with the project name and contract 
number, will be received until the specified closing date. Tender 
documents can be obtained through Regional Manager, Materiel and 
Contracting Services, Room 742, 800 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
Telephone: (604) 666-5661 or from K. Carrigan, District Superinten- 
dent, Supply Operations, Prince Rupert Coast Guard Base, Seal 
Cove, Prince Rupert, B.C., Telephone: (604) 627-0346. 
PROJECT NAME: 
PROJECT LOCATION: 
CONTRACT NUMBER: 
THE WORK INCLUDES: 
Construction of a lumber and equip- 
ment stores shed. 
Prince Rupert Coast Guard Base, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
TR 14616 
Supply of all labour and materials 
for the construction of a 147 sq. 
meter one.storey frame building. 
Mr. Hugh Ashworth, Phone: 984-3724 TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES: 
I ENDER ENQUIRIES: 
cLoSING DATE: 
J Specifications are also available for review at Construction Associa- 
i tion offices in Prince George and Terrace. 
i To be considered, each tender must be submitted in duplicate on the 
I forms supplied by the Department of Regional Manager Materiel and 
I Contracting Services, Room 742, 800 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
I . Telephone: (604) 666-5661. All tenders must be accompanied by the 
I security specified on the tender documents. 
t The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted, li115c 
Phone: 666-5661; Fax: 666-6476; 
Telex: 04-54320 .. 
Friday, December 1, 1989, 1400 
hours 
Vancouver time. 
. Christmas Parties • 
,:  .... . Weddings * 
. . . .  . Banquets .  
: .Serv ice  Club Act iv i t ies .  
Ideal for groups of 50 - -  80 
Call early to book the 
Skeena Valley Golf & Coun!ry Club 
for your preferred date. 
: 3525 Golf  Course Road 
635-2542 
,,,'Food Service 
Dance Floor 
,I Bar Service 
,,, Music Available 
(on request) 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Reginald Edmund • Smallwood 
a.k.a. Reginald Smallwood, 
deceased, late of Terrace, B.C. 
who died on April 11, 1989, are 
hereby required to send them to 
the undersigned Executor at Ter- 
race, British Columbia, before 
the 20th day of December, 1989, 
after which date the Executor 
will dlstrubute the said Estate 
among the parties entitled 
thereto, having regard to the• 
claims of which it has notice: 
DONNA MAY GRAF 
BY: WARNER BANDSTRA 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 
15.4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lS6 
11129c 
student,, 
at U.Vic.ceremony 
Outstanding University of 
Victoria Students, including 
seven from Terrace, and the 
donors who established the 
-scholarships, bursaries and 
awards which have assisted with 
their educations were honoredat 
UVic's 22nd annual awards 
ceremony on the • evening :of 
Oct. 25. 
The guests were welcomed by 
UVic Chairman of Ceremonies, 
Dr. Peter Smith. Guest speaker 
for the evening was Dr. Joseph 
Cunliffe, former member and 
chairman of the UVic Board of 
Governors and founding partner 
and president of the engineering 
firm of Willis, Cunliffe, Tait 
and Company. Ltd. The title of 
Cunliffc's speech was "Citizen- 
ship and Education", 
In his address, Cunliffe re- 
WANTED TO RENT 
House/Duplex/Apartment for couple with small child. 
Contact Debbie: Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. at 638-4409. 
Fine Dining 
~ ~  in quiet surroundings! 
• 5 p.m. 10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
Polly's Care 
.~  MCo hi:~:.e, c~o ~e: t::.:. Cuisine 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 Lm. -- 1 a.m. 
::~nday 12:00 8.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
G IM'S  - 
RESTAURANT 
~.~ Chinese & Canadian Food "~,~. ~ 
-[[i~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 1[!~ 
Mon - Wed !1:30 a.m. - -  I0"00 p.m ! 
I~  Thursday l , .30a .m. -  ,,.OOp.m.i-~" 
Fri - Sat !!~30 a.m. -- I;;; a.m. "~ 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. IO:OO p.m. 
4643 Park Avenue 635.61.11 
Copper 
Grill o,,.. 
Terrace Hotel 635-6630 
For your dining pleasure we have expanded 
our Copper Grill Restaurant hours. 
Monday --Saturday 
6:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday --  7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Specializing in .Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
- -~} 4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
ferred to  issues raised by the 
Sullivan Commission on Educa- 
• • . . ,  • 
tion. Cunliffe said statements 
from the report indicate "the 
school system .cannot provide, 
by itself, a complete ducation 
in the broader sense. It certainly 
needs what I call 'citizen sup- 
port' and I once more define a 
citizen as one who accepts the 
concept that the health and 
function of the community ishis 
or her responsibility and not that 
he or she is the responsibility of 
the community. 
"We are still in a position 
where with awareness and 
'citizenship' we can control the 
education of our young people 
and there is still a chance that we 
can do so in a way that will .in 
fact lead to the curing of 
• society's ills," Cunliffe stated. 
Award certificates were pro-_ 
sented by Dr. Sam Scully, UVic 
Vice-President, Academic. 
Students who received awards 
from • Terrace are: 
The T.S. McPherson Scholar- 
ship Renewal - -  l~eter  Hepburn ,  
$2,500, Arts & Science 2, 
Bachelor of Arts. 
The Fox Memorial Bursary --  
Catherine Kennedy, $750, 
Education 5, Bachelor of Educa- 
tion, Language Arts. 
The R.T. Wallace Com- 
memorative Scholarship --  
Catherine Kennedy, $1,750, 
Education 5, Bachelor of Educa- 
tion, Language Arts. 
The T.S. McPherson Scholar- 
ship - -  Janet Lennox, $4,000, 
Arts & Science 1, Bachelor of 
Science. 
The Harry O. and Etta B. 
Englis h Memorial Scholarship 
- -  D iane  Morehouse ,  $800,  
Education 5, Bachelor of Educa- 
tion, Learning Assistance. 
The Clearihue Bursary - -  
D iane  Morehouse, $900, Educa- 
tion 5, Bachelor of Education, 
Learning Assistance. 
The President's Scholarship 
- -  Men Wandi, Education 4, 
Bachelor of Education, Science. 
i l l  ml I 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR... 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem identifies 
the civic.minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
In the community. 
Terry Kendeil (~t8.81T8 
t 
.< 
Sexual assault center 
under .growing demand 
This is the third in a series of 
articles profiling the programs 
operated by the Ksan House 
Society. 
Most people are conditioned 
to think of sexual assault as a 
sudden and dramatic act of vio- 
lence; as a consequence they also 
have an image of high drama in 
association with the people who 
staff sexual assault help centers. 
by Michael Kelly . . . .  
In Terrace, however, violent 
rapes by strangers are uncom- 
mon. The Terrace Sexual As- 
sault Centre, says executive 
director Lois Stoner, deals more 
often with people who come for- 
ward after long periods of sexual 
abuse, traumas that often occur- 
red in childhood, to disclose 
their problems and seek counsel- 
ling. 
"There are not many im- 
mediate crisis calls, most of our 
clients are referred to us by the 
RCMP through the Victim As- 
sistance Program or from 
Crown Counsel when it goes in- 
to the court system," she said in 
a recent interview. 
The Terrace Sexual Assault 
Centre is there to provide 
24-hour crisis assistance to both 
men and women; Stoner and 
half-time staff member Carol 
McKay also provide counselling 
for sexual assault victims and 
witness support services when 
victims go to court to testify 
against heir assailants. 
• The fact that the center exists 
has brought out victims who 
previously remained silent be- 
cause there was simply no one to 
go to. Stoner keeps rigid rec-. 
ords. When she took over ad- 
ministration of the center in 
April, 1987 there were 235 files 
on sexual assault victims in the 
area; today, there ai'e 553. 
The lingering effects of sexual 
assault are reflected in the fact 
that the center never closes a file 
once it's opened. Most victims 
require ongoing support and 
long-term counselling to come to 
terms with it. 
The services are in high de- 
mand, but Stoner doesn't hink 
it's because there is more sexual 
assault occurring than in the 
past. "The problem isn't grow- 
ing, it's becoming easier to talk 
about. People who lived in 
abusive situations for years are 
now coming forward," she said. 
The Terrace Sexual Assault 
Centre is one of six in B.C. that 
is funded by the Attorney Gen- 
eral; it's the only one in this 
region, and consequently the 
demands on its services from 
outside the immediate Terrace 
area are a large part of  the 
operation. "It 's sometimes not 
ideal," Stoner reflects. "In the 
small and remote communities 
it's difficult to do follow-up... 
especially in isolated areas, I 
think the victims often don't 
bother to report assaults." 
In those communities and 
isolated areas • there is an increas- 
ing demand for workshops and 
• other resource Services. It's dif- 
ficult tO deliver everything that's 
needed. "It comes down to  
money," Stoner said, referring 
to the level of services the 
government is willing to fund. 
The alternative is volunteers. 
A $15,000 grant from the At- 
torney General received in the 
spring will go toward hiring a 
volunteer coordinator, a posi- 
tion advertised locally last week. 
The individual chosen to do that 
job will train volunteers, give 
them courses in crisis work, 
assign them to victims and 
schedule their work with the. 
center. 
Volunteering for this organi- 
zation will not be a casual deci- 
sion: it's for the long term. 
Stoner wants those victims who 
decide to undertake criminal 
complaint action to be able to g6 
through the entire process with 
one trusted individual. "Some- 
times the court cases take more 
than a year," she said. 
A long and winding road 
Stoner requires a deliberate 
effort to be calm when asked 
about the judicial system and 
continued on page 24 
A message from The Billy Graham Film Ministry... 
When was the last time you told someone about Jesus Christ? 
Or invited someone to an evangelistic meeting? Need some 
help to get going? Here's an effective way.,,invite someone to 
go with you and see.., 
,/•' 
From the Ormlucers 
of me l iOrate .  
Jo~ and 
, 
A World Wide Pictures release In color 
Featuring BILLY GRAHAM with a message of hope. 
Terrace Alliance Church, 
4923 Agar Avenue 
Sunday, November 26 
at 6:30 p.m. li•j 
~r 
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an: a:quiet service 
or clamoring needs . . . .  
Things have never gone In a recefit interview board enhance the service and elevate/ :;'-. 
smoothly for Terrace's Ksan chair Shelley Taylor and  awareness. A separate facility!s , 
House Society, but perhaps treasurer Larry Merrill said the in order to accommodate female . . . . .  
that's because the society is not society was at one of its periodic offenders for the Corrections 
in a,very smooth line of work. lows when they joined the board Branch: Taylor says the require- 
From its beginnings 12 years ago,  last year. They began by going ment for that service is doubting 
as the volunteer-run, grassroots through Ksan's contracts with every year. The alternative for 
Family Rehabilitation and Sup- all the core agencies - -  the the offenders i  Oakalla. 
port Program, the society has Ministry of Social Services and "Second stage" housing in 
become the delivery agency for Housing, the Attorney General, smaller homes is the objective 
three wide-ranging and essential Mental Health - -  and discov- for the Osborne Home program. 
social programs with a budget in ered there had been no funding "We want to bring these people 
excess of $500,000 per year. increase for the previous six into the community," Taylor 
years because the society had not says. "We want to show the 
by Michael Kelly submitted a budget, community that they are not 
Ksan runs the Terrace Transi- Taylor said it's a credit o the people to be feared." Osborne 
tion House, formerly known as administrative people in the would evolve into a crisis, drop- 
Ksan house. It is a shelter for organization that the programs in and assessment center for the 
battered women and other continued to operate. Despite mentally ill. 
women in crisis situations and that, however, Osborne Home Getting out to remote corn- 
their fatuities. The service is was threatened with closure, munities in the region is the next 
"We funded by the Ministry of Social were pleasantly surpris- step in development of the Sex.. 
Services andHousing and in- ed with the response from the uai Assault Centre program. 
dudes provision through the At- core agencies," she said. The The training of volunteer "lay 
torney General for one correc- Ministry of Social Services and counsellors" would free profes- 
tions placement for female of- Housing came through with sionai staff time for work that 
fenders. Ksan also operates $20,000 immediately to keep the requires professional training. 
Osborne Home, a residential facility going. That work would include train- 
service for the mentally ill, and The society negotiated a three- ing people in small isolated 
the Terrace Sexual Assault Con- year contract with the B.C. places to establish their own pro- 
tre. Government Employees' Union grams for sexual assault victims 
In the absence of the services and hired a full-time executive and their families. 
provided by Ksan, women director - -  Shelley Lachance-  The organization is emerging 
needing emergency shelter in June. A paid position for co- from a phase of transition and 
would face a bureaucracy not ordinating Sexual Assault Con- re-ordering.  Taylor  is a 
designed to respond to their tre volunteers i  in the process of registered nurse, Merrill has a 
needs; female offenders sen- being filled, and now the board degree in business administra- 
tenced to any term in jail, even a is looking to the future, tion, and the other board 
fewdays, would do their time in A six-member board isn't members - -  Carol  Sabo, 
the lower mainland instead of in enough people for an organiza- Manreen Bostock and Janet 
or near their home community; tion fike Ksan, Taylor says. The Law --  have a variety of talents, 
the mentally ill who ~r.cquire_i_n- kind of people who get involved skills and experience. (The sixth 
terim assistance would be placed with a high-pressure volunteer board position has been vacant 
in psychiatric wards or institu- society also tend to be active in  since the accidental death of 
tigris instead of a comforting other community projects; it's Sarah Bevan early this year.) It's 
residential setting; and sexual stressful, and the work load a society that is moving forward 
assaults would be handled solely needs to be spread more thinly, to meet the evolving needs of a 
through the police and courts, Merrill and Taylor both say diverse community, and it needs 
Ksan is looking for more com- individuals willing to devote 
with the consequence that many munity interest and support, some time toward the refining of 
such incidents would go un- 
reported, victims would remain "The community is willing," essential nd complex social ser- 
uncounselled, and offenders Merrill notes, "but it's up to us vices for the people who live 
would not be brought o justice, to let it know what's needed." here. 
The Ksan House Society an- 
The society that delivers these They believe what's needed in- nuai general meeting will be held 
programs is controlled by a six- eludes expansion and outreach Nov. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in the base- 
member volunteer board. Like of all the society's existing pro- ment meeting room of the Ter- 
most volunteer organizations, grams. The Transition House race Public Library. All you 
there's always more work to be will continue in its role as a crisis have to do is show up and say 
done than there are people avail- center and a meeting place, but you're interested. It could be the 
able to do it, and over the years "safe houses" run by screened beginning of a remarkable x- 
Ksan has had its ups and downs, community volunteers would perience. 
SLEDS THAT WORK FOR A LIVING 
FOR ONL 
s3479 o' 
Reliable 248 cc Rotax ¢ engine. 
124-inch track. Tundra*'s 
unique design lets you sneak 
through the woods. 
'~ :  , .  
ski-doa IoN 
#¢ltf ?,ft$1 ltF#HMtla. 
)JM* 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES . LTD. 
: 4441 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
I I I  
I I  i • . . . .  r~:i . . . .  : i . . . .  i . . . .  : i 
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sexual assault. " it  takes too long 
for people to get 'to court be- 
cause there isn't enough court 
time. There's a long preparation 
time.:." 
Stoner and McKay don't 
coach victims for the witness 
stand, but they prepare them for 
the procedural side of testifying. 
"It's so they feel in control when 
they're on the stand," she ex- 
plains. But they can do their job. 
too well. Stoner recalls at least 
one instance in which the judge 
threw out the testimony of a 
child. " it  sometimes gives the 
wrong impression, an impres- 
sion of competence to the judge. 
i've seen cases thrown out 
because the victim wasn't emo- 
tional enough on the stand." 
Her experience as director for 
the Terrace Sexual Asault Cen- 
tre ~1 
the 
and 
sexua,,w m general 
"There ar, en't  enough psy- 
chologists ;here... it's important 
to provide counselling for entire 
families, not just the victims. 
,'But people have to be willing 
to come forward. Attitudes need 
to be changed, there are many 
misconceptions." 
Remembrance Day 
ta t ion :  " I f  you cannot  
remember... Think." And this is 
the true nature of Remembrance 
Day; a time to stop and "think" 
of the great sacrifice made by so 
many young Canadians. A 
sacrifice that gave us the oppor- 
tunity to live in a peace that, 
while it may not have been 
perfect, was far better than war. 
Crompton  explained to 
Caledonia students, many the 
same age as those who decades 
ago marched off to war, that the 
poppy symbolizes the sacrifices 
that have been made. The poppy 
symbolizes thousands of young 
Canadian soldiers who gave 
their lives to fiberate millions in 
Europe or maintain freedom in 
Korea. But more than that, the 
poppy keeps alive the memory 
of young soldiers who fought 
and died so that we at home 
could continue to enjoy our 
freedom. A •freedom that allows 
us to attend the school and 
church of our choice. A freedom 
that allows us to speak our 
minds and make friends with 
whomever we please. 
"But the poppy is not just 
about the past," says Cromp- 
ton. "It  has a lot to do with you 
and the future. The poppy asks 
you to think of how you can 
work for peace and a better 
country. It invites you to think 
about your freedom." And this 
is where young people today, if 
they cannot remember, must 
stop and think. Freedom is a 
privilege, not a right, and for 
those who take it for granted or 
are inclined to misuse it, Cromp- 
ton had the following message: 
" - - "  continued from page 3 
"Freedom without a sense o f  
responsibility is worse than the 
evil our young' canadians died 
trying to destroy." 
A sense of responsibility. 
This, according to Crompton, is 
the true message the poppy 
holds for our young. "The pop- 
" py asks you to think about your 
sense of responsibility in your 
classroom, in your home, and in 
your community," says Cromp- 
ton. "The Canadians who died 
believed in a better future. It is 
up to you to work for the future. 
If you do, you will have re- 
membered." 
~" ('l(-atl w i t l t  ('~trt'~,) 
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EDNESDAY IS 
DIRTY SHIRT 
DAY 
Men's or  Ladles' 
dress or business 
laundered 
cotton blend 
shirts expertly 
, i  Only drive-thru in town 
,,, Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
, i  Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
¢/?ieIta r$ ,  [eanera 
0:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to Friday 
i 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday . .  
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE I 
1 
ANGLING GUIDE POLICY 
New legislation has been passed to enable 
the regulations of angling and guiding on 
selectedwaters. The, public is invited to meet .~ 
with" representatives of the ReCreational::: 
Fisheries Branchto discuss the policies, the 
rivers, and the solutions to problems which 
this legislation should address. 
Copies of the Policy Proposal can be Obtain- 
ed from: 
Ministry of Environment 
3726 Alfred Avenue, Bag 5000 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
(604) 847-7303 
PRESENTS 
November 24 
TIMES AND LOCATIONS - 
i R J i H l l i l  m i l l  n a n  n m l L  d i l l  l i l i l  
All meetings will start at 7:30 p.m, :: 
Novembei~ 21,1989 Smithers, Aspen Motor Inn 
November 22 1989 Terrace, TerraceHotel 
November 23 1989 Prince Rupert, 
Prince Rupert Hotel 
November 25 - -  Prince Rupert 
Performing Arts Centre 
November 26- -  Terrace Inn of the West 
(19 years and over) 
Smlthers Community Theater  
I 
t 
MULTI -AWARD WINNER,  inc lud ing ;  
* Male Vocalist Of The Year 
(1989 CCMA Awards) 
* Duo Of The Year with Linda Kidder 
(1989 CCMA Awards) 
* Most Promising Artist/The Netherlands 
(1989 Dutch Country Music Awards) 
"... Canadian singer and songwi'iter Gary 
Fjellgaard has made quite an Impression on 
these shores..." 
John Tobler-Country Music People-Great Britain 
T ickets  115 ava lab le  a t :  ALL SHOWS 
8 P.M. 
North Country Insurance . . . .  
Interior Stationery ., 
Gordon &. Anderson 
CJFW Srmthers/Terrace - 
I I I I  
• A i "Yes, we now have  your favor i te  selection o f  lmpor tM"  
" 635 6300 
WINE STORE COLD BEER and 
, , :~ i~ . . . _  
• Monday to Fdiday ~sturday . . . .  Sunday , ; - -  Open Holidays - .  
10 a.m. to I1 p.m. 9 a.m, to 11 p.m. ~ i l  a.m. to 11 p.m. ; - , ' 
